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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:

NO. 32.

Notice of Appointment of Assignee.
rpiIK undernignwd has h-en duly appoin!I. ed and qaalifbd as a.«nignee in trust
for the h-neflt of the <reditors of
CATHARINE MAPES SCHUMAN.
All parsons knowing theniselvaa io be ir •
debieii to said assignor will make i nroedta'e mrnient. and creditors will present
their cldins, duly autheoticited, to the und«-r»lgne«l for allowance.
November lOih, IS3G.
L U. Houck,
ELI A WOLFF.
Att'y for Assignee.
Assignee.

THURSDAY. DEC.

10,

1890.

most extensive that has ever existed on
the Hawaiian Islands. The volcano of
Kilauea has not been as active since the
large ouc at Mauna Loa has broken
Visit to This Tempestuous out. A volume of smoke and gas is con
tinually escaping, and the consider
llnuaiun Mountain.
able heat, the smoke and steam in the
great pit, the rumbling noise, and many
Severe Fxpericnce of a other evidences show that probably
there will he a great state ol activity
Mountain Party.
very soon.

MALARIA NillllHIH lOltlflO.
THE GREAT DESTROYER CF
HEALTH AND HAPPifiESS.

INTENSE SUFFERING THROUGHOUT
THE COUNTRY,
Great Fountains of Fire Lighted the

CLOSED UP!

MONEY TO LOAN I

ptfar—nft

KWMrtawfcjMF- ?<ftiirr.»Vft'rw» w*-

-

--- «*

$1.50 PER ANNUM IX ADVANCE.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

ABSOLUTELY PURE

SCATTERED FORTUNES.

he did not know who she was or where
Heavens With Their Brilliancy— Wealth of (lie Bonanza Kings Has
she lived, except that Mr. Salomon had
0WIK6 TO THE RECENT HEAVY RAINS. Frank S. Dodge, of Honolulu, One of Been Tretly Effectually Dissipated.
asked him to help her.
the First to Make the A'-eent to Its
[Denver Field and Farm.]
CONEY TO IX)AN, on first mortgage
Mr. Salomon, when seen last night
1’JL securities in sums not less than $1,000
California has long had a reputation A I.itdc Xew jersey Girl said that lie had taken an interest in the
Crater.
How to Drive it from the System
Titles examined and abstracts furnished.
as the home of the bonanza king, and a
Farm land for sale Law office. A. R Meand Restore Health.
case because the child’s father had one
E v peri men ted ("p<» n.
INTI RE, opposite Court House, Mt. Vernon
recently issued document, based on the
[Honolulu
Cor.
New
York
Times.]
time
been in his employ, and knowing
Ohio.
The breaking out of the volcano on records of San Francisco Probate Court,
Mr. Edison, thought perhaps the Wizard
It Is a well-known fact that, even in the most
LEOPOLD, HESS A(O, QIJT BUSINESS.
healthful localitk*s, in the Spring, anil in tnld- Mauna Loa, 14,(XX) feet above the sea tells an interesting story of the contests Wizard Edison Causes Her might be able to aid her physician in
mmeer, when heavy rains are prevalent, mala
and entanglements which have massed
to Discern Color.
his treatment of her.
rial fever is epidemic. The terrible danger cf level, has created quite an excitement about the last testament of many fa
I’RIUESSIOML CAKIIS.
Wcbought their entire stock from Fiederick Hart, Trustee, at
permuting the disease to obtain its insidious among the residents of the Hawaiian
ovt’s This!
hold on the system is Fcldom appreciated, »u<l Islands.
A few venturesome people mous millionaires and the final disposi
when it readies the stage of acute suffering it have made trips to this great and elo- tion of the vast sums they left behind lYlieu a Brass Disk Was Held Before
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
W. E. G It A N T,
is with difficulty dislodged.
Her Ejes, She Said, “I See a Plate’’ ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot
tTTOKSEV-AT-I.AW.
them. The document gives the history
Malaria, as its name signifies in the Latin, rious scene. Frank S. Dodge, of Hono
FFICE Rixinr No. 2, Woodward Opera
—Her Eyes Followed a Light—She he cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
means bad air, t. e., air in which is generated lulu, was one of the first, who, with a of 53 wills, disposing of $175,000,000.
() House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Has Been Sightless for Over Two
by fermentation incalculable myriads of heal th- party of 11, including a lady, Mrs. E. K. About 400* heirs divided the vast sum,
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props. To
oct31 tf
d«-stroylng germs.
Years.
ledo, O.
ami today nearly half of that numlier
Graham,
of
New
York,
left
the
town
The first symptoms of the disease are usually
These Goods are all in, and we are conducting the greatest bargain sale of
We, the undersigned, have known F.
lassitude or drowsiness, headaches and dizzi of Hilo on Sunday, Oct. 26, taking a are penniless again, and only a few
ness, pains and aching in the bones, stomach stage ride of 40 miles to the Volcano have succeeded in adding to their in
J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
[New
York
Journal
]
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
disorders and loss of appetite, inability to per
heritance.
The experiment with the rays on the lieve him perfectly honorable in all bus
* FFICE over Knox County Savings
form customary labors, and a feeling that House, where Kilauea, the old volcano,
Bang, Mt. Veruon, Ohio.
novllf
The average number of persons pro sightless eyes of the little Schoeliner iness transactions and financially able
innumerable diseases arc attacking the laxly is still vigorous. From there they rode
all at once. Then burning fevers alternate to the Kapupalu Ranch to meet Julian vided for in each was ten, though in a girl was made iu the laboratory of Mr. to carry out any obligation made by
with icy chills and the disease is fully uudei
EVER WITNESSED IN MT. VERNON.
Monsarrat, who was the guide. At this number of instances, the most notable Edison, at Orange, N. J., one day last their firm.
A. It. VIcIATIHF,
wav.
of which was the case of Florence week.
The
ultimate
result
cannot
be
foreseen,
but
West A Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT
nnle^s active measures are taken, months ami ranch they took fresh horses, mules and
LAW.
of misery, physical suffering aud horrible paekhorses, with five other guides, all Blythe, the entire estates passed into the
Two and one-half years ago, Katie, Toledo, O.
KtltUAlNK, the like of which are impossible under ordinary eir- years
mental depression are inevitable.
FFICE opposite the Court Hon«e. Mt.
in the case of 75 per cent, of the diseases natives, born and bred in the mountain hands of single heirs. The compara who is the daughter of F. O. Schoeliner, Walding. Kinnan and Marvin, Whole
eu instances.
Rich opportunities await knowing buyers.
A ofAshumanity,
Vernon, Ohio.
!8janW
malaria acts through the liver,
tively small estate of Kate Johnson, a tanner, of No. 57 and 59 Bergen street, sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
which kin many res(»eets the most important region. The ascent was begun to Kuwhich was appraised at $1,250,000, Newark, fell from the piazza of her
and most delicate orgau of the body.
great harvest for llargain Meekers.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally
For malaria, as for any disease’emanating puka Kukintt, the upper camp, where a
II. D. Critchfiki.o.
H. C. Devin.
from the liver. Smith's Bile Keans are an uu- small building has been erected lor reached more heirs than any other, the father’s house. The fall crushed one of acting directly upon the blood and mufailing s)ieelfi<*, invariably accomplishing their
f'ritclilicld <V Devin,
purpose of driving the poison out of thesystem mountain parties, at an elevation of 9,- number on the list l»eing 25, while the the bones ol the skull and, it is thought, cuos surfaces of the system- Price, 75c.
and
restoring regular organic action.
$4,000,(XK) of Thomas Blythe went to caused a pressure on the optic nerve, per bottle. Sold by all druggists. Tes
ttorneys-at-law. office over
EXtCT COPY OF A LETTER FROM FRED’K HART, TRUSTEE OF LEOPOLD, HESS & CO.:
They are small, sugar coated, easy to take, 000 feet. Here the night was passed in
Stauffer's Clothing 8tore, North side
and the price, 25 cents, is ridiculously low iu comparative comfort, the campers hav the one child, Florence, after a cele paralysing it so that the sight was de timonials free.
Public Square, Mt. Vernon. O.
lljaniM
com|*arison with their wonderful effectiveness.
/%, %/%.•%.-%.-%"X
They do not gri|»e nor cause distress, a quality ing a plentiful supply of firew.xxl and brated trial. The estate of Maria Cole stroyed.
OFFICE OF LEOPOLD, HESS A CO.
which no pill or other medicine acting ou the
The national flower of England is the
man was valued at $1,757,OCX), and it
Last week, alter reading of previous rose; of France, the lily; of Scotland, the
liver
|H>sse.sses.
pure mountain water.
Philadelphia, August 10, 185a
F
For fifteen years they have been extensively
W. C. Cooper.
Frank Moore
went
equally
to
three
heirs.
Charles
experiments,
the
child
’
s
father
thought
Leaving here at 11 o’clock the follow
thistle, and of Ireland, the shamrock.
on the market and are the regular family
MESSRS. LA D. ROSENTHALL,
'■
COOPER A MOORE.
Crocker's $22.0( 0,000 reached six per perhaps the X-ray lamp might be able
remedy for malaria, bitiousness, constipation.
ing
morning,
riding
in
single
file,
the
dysix*psia,
sick
headache
and
kindred
troubles
ttorneys at law. omce 112
.V/. IVniOM, Ohio.
&
iu thousands of homes throughout thecountrv. trail letl them mile after mile through sons, while Mary Aon Crocker’s $11,- to locate the difficulty with the eyes,
Maior C. T. Picton is. manager of the
Main street, Mt. Vernon. O.
CeHlhiH 'H—I hair tMdrd Io wind up the affairs of Leopold, Hess A Co., and will sell youthe entire ‘
We have received thousands of letters from
those who have used Smith's Kile Beiins.expie>s- groves and fine pasture lands. As they 883,657 went share and share alike to and was given a letter of introduction to State Hotel, at Denison, Texas, which,
stork <f Men's, Penjs and Children's Winter Suits and Overcoats. now on hand, at 50c on the dollar from the
ing gratitude for relief from complaints which
four cf the six wiio got Charles Crock Mr. Edison. The intention at that time the traveling men say, is one of the best
had previously appeared to be unconquerable. ascended they often saw many wild cat
np/traiti sent. This is to include ail slock finished and unfinished. All unfinished stock to he made up hy
Money to Loan.
Ins 11 rance to Sell.
Mr. W. 11. Cross. Arkadelphia, Ark., writes: tle, goats and horses Toward afternoon er’s large fortune.
was to discover if possible what affected hotels in that section. In speaking of
C. W. McKee.
Guy A. WrIciit.
me and fmishe I similar to made up slock. Terms, net cash ten days from dale of invoice. I enclose you a
I have been living in the Ouachita and Dccipi r
Peter Donahue’s $-3,708,312 went in the child’s eyes and caused the blind Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diar
Swamps for several y<ars. aud mv larnily liu\c one of the guides shot a young wild bul
stack sheet, showing you the exa,ct quantity of the goods on hand.
suffered greatly from chills and fever, ami
McKEE & WRIGHT,
equal paits to three heirs. Mrs. Theresa ness. It was expected that something rhoea Remedy, Major Pitcairn says: “I
bilious complaints. Year before last 1 used lock, which eupplied them with fresh
Please give this your immediate attention, as I must have a decided inswer hy the 15th inst.
ENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS. Ofabout twenty bottles of three different makes meat for their dinner and breakfast. At Fair’s $4,693,250 went to three persons of value to the physician treating her have used it myself and in my family for
of the most imptilar ague cures that are known
X free S. W. cor. Public 8<juare ami
Yours truly,
f
in the >outh. They would nil cure for awhile, 3 p. m. they dismounted and prepared Charles L. Fair, Miss Virginia Faixand might he learned by exposing her head several years, and take pleasure in say
High street.
•
but Smith's Bile Beaus is the first remedy that
FRED K HART, Irustee of Leopold, Hess A Co,
I have found that would break the third day for remaining for the night. The tem Mrs. Charles Oelriehe—while William to the rays and locating the trouble. ing that I consider it an infallible cure
chills ami keep them off. I find them net only
P. Fuller distributed his $1,771,262 to The child, accompanied by her father, for diarrhoea and dysentry. I always
the best, but the most economical remedy I perature at this point was 42 deg. in the
have ever tried. I look and feel licttei now
seven
persons of his name. Emmanuel was taken to the laboratory last Tues recommend it, and have frequently ad
than for several years, and so do ray children. evening and 40 deg. in the morning.
Smith's Bile Beans m the only medicine 1 buy They were up early the next morning, Goldstein’s $1,000,000 went to six heirs, day. Mr. Edison said he would do noth ministered it to my guests in the hotel,
PHYSICIANS.
now.
Mr. J. n. Walsh, 1808 Biddle St.. St. Louis, and started for the summit at 8 o’clock, George Hearst’s $8,78S,137 went in ing to try to discover what ailed her and in every case it has proven itself
writes- I Jiavo u.«ed Smith's Bile Beans in my
equal parts to his
wife
and eyes unless the physician who had treat worthy of unqualified endorsement. For
Mt. Vernon, 0., August 13, 1896.
family for sonic time; they have always given hoping to obtain a glimpse of the crater
JJ J. FERCIOT, M. D.
entire sat rtfaction ; would not be without them.
while
Walter.
Hobart's
son,
ed her was present, but he consented to sale by druggists.
Frederick Hart, Trustee, Philadelphia, Pa.:
Mr. J. D. (lainey. IJmestonc. Fla., writes: at noon. At this point it was hard
Having me 1 Smith's Bile Beaus in my family, climbing. They had to proceed slowly $5,273,366 went in thirds to his three see if the X rays trould enable her to
We have decided to accept your offer. Ship goods at once.
The eggs of a grouse vary from eight
I have no hesitancy in recommending them to
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
tbuse suffering frpm chills and fever, bilious on account of the packhorses. One children—Walter Hobart, Mies Ella Ho
to 14 in number, and are of a reddishI. & D. Rosenthall.
ness, etc.
bart and Mrs. Wenthrop Lester. Mary
Offi c and residence:
The little girl was placed in a chair white color, almost entirely covered with
Mr. William Cupples, Smithville. Mo . writes: poor horse they were obliged to leave
I feel gratified to be able to sav that I have
Hopkin's $20,694,762 went to two per and asked by Mr. Edison if she could large spots of umber brown.
on
the
lava
beds;
be
was
so
exhausted
used Bile Beans, and can truthfully recommend
124 E. Vink Street.
them to the public aud my frieudsas being just that, oa their return the following day sons, Robert C. Johnson’s $1,910,550 see anything. She said “No.” The X
When most needed it is not unusual
as represented.
Mr. Edward Morlson, Druggist, Neeleyvilie. they found him dead. In the middle of .weut to 11 j>ersons in almost equal pro ray lamp was then turned on. It was for your family physician to be away
Mo., writes: I have a pood demnnd for your
R. K. R. EGGLESTON,
moved near her face and she said she front home. Such was the experience
Bile Beans: some people here think they ure the forenoon they experienced a severe portions.
No goods charged; everything cash. Prices will be marked in plain|figures. No the
Office and Residence, 211 North Main
only liver remedy that is of any account to
There are a few exceptions to the saw a light. Her eyes followed it aliout of Mr. J. Y. Schenck, editor of the Cad
thunderstorm. They did not strike the
break up, as they call it. swamp fever.
street. Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
deviation from these business rules will be allowed.
general course of estates, as in the case as it was moved from side to side, and do, Ind. Ter, Banner, when his little
Mr. JohnG. Froidei,Sheboygan, Wis., writes:
Office Hours—2 to 4 p. m.
I have derived more benefit from the use at proper trail until noontime, at an eleva
Telephone calls—Home company, No. 39;
Smith’s Bile Beans than from any other inedi- tion of 11,(00 feet. At this point all was of Lick and Stanford. The $5,000,000 she told of its movements. Mr. Edison girl, two years of age, was threatened
Bell company, No. 32.
I have ever used. Kindly send me §1.00
We herewith give you a few sample? of the amazing prices, which will give you ciue
worth for money enclosed.
desolation, there being not a sign of any of the Lick estate went chiefly to one put his hand before the lamp, shutting with a severe attack of croup, lie says:
heir and to »a number of trusts of a out its light, and she noticed it. She ■‘My wife insisted that I g > for the doc
but a small idea of the true values.
EveiyxJntggist she lift have Smith's Bile thing green or growing.
Beaus iu stock, but if you have nay diffi
public nature created before James also saw that a hand was between the tor, but as our family physician was out
K. CON A RD, M. D.,
The cold constantly increased, and on
culty in getting them send us 25c. for one
Lick’s death. Charles McLaughlin left lamp and her face and told those about of town, I purchased a bottle of ChamBoys’ Knee Pants.
liottle, or $1 for five bottles, and we will reaching the summit of the mountain
Boy\ Iaong Pant Suits.
Homeopathic Physiciam and Surgeon.
his $2,476,000 to his widow, while Alex her what it was. A brass disc about the l>erlain’s Cough Remedy, which relieved
forward
them
at
once.
Office in the Woodward Block.
Resi $1 98, worth.............. .......................................... — .3 3.50
sample will lie sent upon receipt plenty of snow was found. It was the auder Montgomen 's $2,356,845 went to size of a plate was then held between
dence—Gambier Street.
her immediately. I will not be without
15 cents, worth___________ 25cents ofFree
middle of the afternoon in a driving three heirs. Daniel T. Murphy’s$2,041,2-cent
stamp to pay postage.
Office Hours— 8 to 10 a. m„ 2 to 4 and 5
2.24, worth....... _______......... ............ —____ _ _ 4.00
her and the light and she said;
it in the future.” 25 and 50 cent bottles
snowstorm
when
the
guide
sighted
the
to 8 p. m.
24aprly
J. F. SMITH & CO., 114 7.32d St.,
City.
670 went to six heirs. William S.
3.17, worth....................................... ...................... 5 00 39 cents, worth_______ _50 cents
“I see a plate. It is a yellow plate.’’ for sale by druggists.
volcano. It was hardly a moment O’Brien’s $9,655,450 reached eight per
__ He -ure to <<-» Improved new
»tj le in Krcen w ranperk.
3 98, worth............................... . ............. -............. 6.50
Tne next evening an attempt was
60 In a bottle.
after
they
were
at
the
brink
before
they
sons.
James
left
an
even
million,which
43 cents, worth______ ____ 75 cents
When the House of Commons goes in
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
4.96, worth..........................................
7.00
saw two great fire fountains, which the reached few persons in shares and a made to discover by means of the to committee of ways and means, it is for
number
of
small
bequests.
A.
J.
Pope
’
s
party had gone through such a long and $1,660,000 reached four heirs. Wash tluoro8cope what caused the child's bind- the purpose of discussing taxation and
5.97, worth.....................
3.00
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office —West side of Main street, four doors
tedious journey to witness. The snow ington liver left $17,688,319 to 15 per ness. This was unsuccessful. A photo votings moneys tor the public service.
7.96, worth.......................................................
10.00
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
When bilious or costive,eat a Cascaret
continued and began to be more furious. sons. Leland Stanford’s $19,6S8,319 graph, however, is expected to show it.
Telephone No. 74.
Mr. Edison, speaking of the experi candy cathartic, cure guaranteed, 10c,
However, the tents were soon up, and went to four persons and the trust for
Children’s Suits.
Residence—Ewt Oambier street. Tele
Men’s Overeoats.
phone 73.
29iept87
ment last night, said: “I was telephon 25c.
at five o’clock the storm had abated. the university.
.63, worth................................... $1.00
$1.56, worth....... ........................ ..______............. S 3.00
A wealthy gentleman of Vienna stipu
Then the whole crater was clear to view. THIRTEEN MONTHS INA YEAH. ed from Newark by Mr. Salomon, the
tanner, who asked me if I would lend lated in his will that an electric light
$1.24, worth .............
2.25
The volcano of Mokerweouok is about
4.23,
worth
.......
.................................................
6.50
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN.
A Proposition to Start in 1UOO With my laboratory to experiment on a child must be constantly burning in his tomb,
two miles long its width being very much
pHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
1.49, worth................
2.50
4.96, worth..................-........-................ ............. 800
and another inside his coffin, for 12
a New Division of Time.
This is the trade-mark which
to locate a bone. I understood that the months after his death.
less than that. There are also a number
It
is
suggested
by
the
Scientific
Amer

Room 3, Rogers' Block, 111 South Main
2.24,
worth
............
.
..........
........
4
00
6.94, worth.......................................................... 10.00
is on the wrapper (salmon-col
of smaller craters. The camp was on ican that on January 1,1900, a new di girl had fallen or met with some acci
Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Buckleu s Arnica Sabe.
3 48, worth.......................
5.00
All professional calls by day or night
the eastern side of the crater on the vision of the year into 13 months be in dent and a bone pressing down had
7-98, worth.............. .........
12.00
ored) of every
promptly' responded to.
June
caused
a
pressure
on
the
optic
nerve
The
Best
8atoe in the world for Cuts
highest summit of Mauna Loa—at an stituted. It is claimed that this is not so
bottle of the gen4.49, worth...... .........
6.00
9.92, worth....................
15.00
and that she had been sightless for two Bruises, 8orea. Ulcers. Salt Rheum, Fever
elevation
of
13,675
feet
above
sea
level.
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblain?,
nuine SCOTT’S
preposterous that nmst people would le
The height of the well was about 700 likely to consider it at the first thought. years and a half. When the child ar Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive
EMULSION.
Men's
Suits.
cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir
%TEVOS
CO.,
Boys’ Overcoats.
feet, and the length of the liquid fire, as If such a division were made the first 12 rived with her father I refused to do ly
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re
Be
sure
this
is
on
anything
without
the
physician
being
near as could be estimated, 1,000 feet. months would have just 28 days, or four
$2.24, worth......... ..................... .............. ............. $ 4.00
funded. Price25 cents per box. For eele
DEALEREIN
22feb-lv
the package, and
$ .50, worth_____________________$1,00 2.76. worth____ ___
The width at one point was one and weeks each, and the new month 29, to present, but while there thought to see hv Geo. R. Baker A S^n a.
6.00
what effect the rays would have upon
that
nothing
else
three
quarter
miles.
Overflows
from
all
Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry
An ostrich will never go straight to
4.43, worth____ _____
7.50
make 365, and 30 in leap year. After a
1.26, worth________
2.25
sides of this lake of fire extended hun few days theie would be no need to refer her eyes.
is palmed off on
its nest, but always approaches it with
4.98,
worth..
_______
_____________
800
‘My experiments with the rays' effect many windings and detours, in order, if
Curtis Ware house, Lower Main street
dreds of feet in every direction. The to calenders, as the same day of the
you when you
1.98, worth................
3.50
6.98, worth....... ..............
10.00
Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
Telephone 89.
upon blind people had been chiefly possible, to conceal the locality from ob
crowning
features
of
the
present
erup

ask for it.
week would have the same date through
servation.
7.96, worth..__________
12.00
tion are the twin fires in the middle cf out the year. If January 1 were, say upon myself. I had blindfolded myself
3.49, worth__________________ 5.00
Nothing has been made that
until
I
a
as
in
a
condition
of
a
man
with
9.94, worth....... ..................................... ........... ___ 15.00
the lake, about 400 feet apart. At a Monday, ever}’ Monday would be the l.-t
equals it to give strength and
distance of one mile from where the lit 8th, 15th and 22nd; every Tuesday the cataracts on his eyes, and had turned
solid flesh to those who are
Men’s Winter Undershirts au«l Drawers
tle party stood, and a few hundred, feet 2-1, 9th, 16th, and 23d, and so through on the lamp. And while sitting thus 1
run down or emaciated.
below, two fountains were in constant out the year. The changes of the moon had seen the X ray lamp which was on
22 cents, worth..____ _______ __________ 40 cents
Your
doctor
will
tell
you
eruption, throwing thousands of tons of would be on about the same dates a table in front of me. I had also put
39 cents, worth....... .... ............. ____.................. 50 cents
Of severest trial and test prove
lava high in the air, lighting the whole through the year and many caculations, my hand in frout of the lamp and had
that
it
is
the
one
food
for
all
in regard to Hood's Sarsaparilla
43 cents worth........................ . ............... ........ 75 cents
seen
it.
heavens
with
their
brilliawy.
At
times
Overalls.
those whose weight is below
like interest, dates of maturing notes,
Men’s Heavy Cotton Socks, 3c, worth__ 10 cents
“
When
the
little
girl
arrived
I
placed
the party could hear the roar as the fire Easter Sunday and many other impor
the standard of health.
Working Shirts, 15c, worth____ ________ 35 ct nts
shot up through the air. Besides the two tant dates would be simplified. Al_ her in front of the lamp and she told
Secured by a peculiar Combina
.40
cents
20
cents,
worth
..............
Put up in 50 cts. and $1.00 sixes,
A. D. 1897.
tion. Proportion and Process
Laundered and Negligee Shirts, 39c, worth-50 cents
large fountains, numbers of smaller though the present generation would me that she saw light. I then ran my
unknown to others — which
and sold by all druggists.
hand
in
between
the
light
and
her
eyes.
ones were constantly breaking out. If it I have to figure new dates for birthdays
39 cents, worth................ .50 cents White Laundered Shirts, 43c, worth____ 75 cents
naturally and actually produces
SCOTT & BOWNE, New York.
had not been for the severe cold weather and all legal holidays except New Year She said “There is something in front,’’
and mountain sickness the night would would be on different dates, yet the gain and then said it was a hand. One of
We are limited in space, but will add that our entire stock of Men’s, Boys’ and
Shown by thousands of honest,
have been passed in watching this grand , would be more than the loss, as that the boys at the laboratory, Ned Dally,
voluntary testimonials — which
Children’s Clothing, Hats and Furnishing Goods will be sold at proportionately low
sight, but as it was the tents were occu would be permanent, and the objec then placed a piece of brass, cut cir
naturally and actually produce
6th Judicial District. prices.
cular, in front of her, and she said it
pied early, and under heavy blankets tions trifling.
The proposed change certainly has was a plate. A little while later she said
the sightseers tried to be comfortable.
the merit of novelty, and it is just to say
This great sale will continue until the entire stock is sold.
According to the statements of
The temperature had fallen to 22 d?g., that the arguments in favor of the it was a yellow plate. Her father re
T is ordered that the Terms of the Comdruggists all over the country.
marked
that
maybe
she
was
fibbing
a
with
a
driving
east
wind.
It
was
an
un

metric
system
on
the
g
round
of
utility
. moil Pleas Court of the several counties
In these three points Hood’s >•, '
in said Sixth Judicial District for the year With every purchase of $5 we give a ticket good for $1 in pictures at Burkholder’s gallery
apply
with
considerable
force
iu
the
Sarsaparilla is peculiar to itself.
little. Of course I had no way of know
comfortable night for them, and all the
1897. be fixed as follows, to-wit:
natives were sick, not being used to this 1 Pre8^nt
feRr- h^ever, that ing and he told me she had been stone
,,
,
”,
! the objections on the grounds of senliASHLAND COUNTY—On the 2d day of
cold climate, as they do not have it e\er i mgnt, which are strong in the matter of blind for two and a half years.
March, the 7tfi day of Septend>cr and tlie
7tli day of December.
“I asked him if fie was certain she
THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE. les3 than about 75 degrees where they ; of weights and measures, would be even
stronger against the proposed revision of wan blind, and he said he was. I then
reside.
COSHOCTON COUNTY—On theNth day
•ur methods of computing time.
of February, tin* 10 h day of May and the
took thg lamp and mived it about from
Soon after daybreak the camp was all
6th day of S« ptember.
the American B all Blue astir, an early breakfast and a ride of 40
side
to side. Her eyes followed it and Is the best — It is the One True Blood Purifier.
Aching Joints
DELAWARE COUNTY’—On the 4th day
is not poisonous or injurious to health miles to the Volcana House being be
she told just where it was.
of January, the Oth day of April and the
7,
.,
»-»•,■ are the only pills to take
Announce
the
presence
of
rheumatism
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund fore them. The storm was over and the
2«ilh day of September,
with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
“The next night'we attempted to dis
which causes untold suffering. Itheuress, aids in bleaching and gives the
--------•
•
» <-------HOLMES COUNTY'—On the 15th day cf
air
clear,
so
they
had
a
better
view
washing a rich and elegant huo. Be
matism is due to lactic acid in the blood. cover the location of the l>one pressing •In ancient Egypt the art and practice
;J.
D. ROSENTIIALL. Mt. Vernon, O.
Feb nary.the fith day of April and the 11th
ware
of
imitations.
Ask
your
grocer
for
the
the
crater.
The
party
arrived
at
the
.
down
upon
her
optic
nerve,
The
doctor
•lav of Octolier.
' It cannot be cured by liniments or other
cf medicine ami surgery were confined
ranch at 2:30. Here they had lunch, outward applications. Hood’s Sarsapar said he was not able to see it, although to the pViesthood. -Each priest adopted
AMERICAN BALL BLUE
KNOX COUNTY’—On the 8th day of
Opera House Block, Corner Main and Vine Streets.
exchanged the tired horses for fresh illa purifies the blood, removes the cause we expect that we will be able to take a specialty. Evidences of ancient den
February, the 3d day of May, and the 8th
and be sure you get the genpine
day of November.
article, which has a red stripe in the ones, to make them fourteen miles to of rheumatism and permanently cures a photograph showing the hone, which tistry revealed in the opening of tombs
LICKING COUNTY—On the 4 hdayol
middle of tho package.
the Volcano House, where they arrived I this disease. This is the testimony of I understand, to be the part of the head indicate that u high proficiency had
been attain*d iu at least one branch of
January, on the tith day of April and on
at 6 p. m. The following day they thousands of people who once suffered which, in the head of an infant, is soft the dental ait.
the 20 h day of September.
staged it 40 miles to Hilo. Their friends the pains of rheumatism but who have
“The remarkable thing to me was her
MORROW COUNTY’—On the 25th day of
In places like Jnliaunesberg, house
The Bicycle Eye.
were pleased to see them, for they had i actually been cured by taking Hood’s ability to distinguish color. I believe rent is unreasonably high, whereas a
January, the Stith day of April and the 4th
[ fnitli ]
day of October.
The bicycle will soon aft-ct the entire had a heavy rainstorm, and they had « Sarsaparilla. Its great power to act up- this a new feature. This experiment thousand natives will be “housed” close
RICHLAND COUNTY—On the 12th day
to a mine at a very trifling cost indeed.
human race. The bicycle f ice has been been very much alarmed for their safe I on the blood and remove ever}’ impurity was not made with the Huoroscope. It Whatever might happen if through
of April, on the 6th day of September and
That is what we are
ty.
makes mince pies, fruit cake
was
made
with
the
child
looking
direct

the 22d day of November.
,
is
the
secret
of
the
wonderful
cures
by
exploited
and
observed
until
everybody
some cause or other native labor was no
doing, as the following
and pudding possible all the
At Hilo the night of their arrival they Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
ly at the lamp. The reports that the longer available for the mines, there is
WAYNE COUNTY-On the 221 day of
is familiar with the wild and f-irlorn
prices on Staple Goodslyear ’round. Always fresh, ai
Vehrttary. the 6th day of September and
fluoroscope will aid the blind to dis no doubt that just now, hut for the ne
will show. Of course,
anguish of its expression. But now we saw the reflection of the erater, which ,
the 15th day of November.
rways in season. Always good,
we occasionally get a bit
showed that it was much more exten-1 , ’ the east coast of England, where tinguish articles are all wrong. No X gro, the gold industry could not Le car
have
the
bicycle
eye.
Fr
>m
the
ner
Said terms to begin at 10 o'clock a. m.
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J hook and line fishing is most extenaive- ray gets through the fiuoroscope. In a ried on proli'ably.
of bread and cheese, byt
i that's the reason. Accept no
rk}d
immCmse lines are used
vous tension and the necessity of con s.ve than when they were there. Those J ,
THOMAS DUNCAN.
working for love is what
substitute. Sold everywhere.
Sir Josiah Mason was, accoiding to
Pre-,. Judge.
stantly watching for stones, ditches and who have had experience, and made a Some of them arc about eight miles loug. Huoroscope it is simply light.”
we are doing when we
Stud nuse and addrei. tor booklet "Mri. Pophis biography, walking in Bull street,
NORMAN M. WOLFE.
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study
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sell goods at the prices
trolley cars the eyes of the confirmed
EDWARDS. DOWELL,
Birmingham, in the year 1828, when he
MKKKELL-SOt
named below:
reidy by the X ray was touched upon saw some steel pens, price three and
JOHN B. WAIGHT.
HfrK.H, Ji.LEY. CO.,
bicyclist are slowly starting from their
JOHN I). NICHOLAS.
sixpence each. Josiah was a hard-up
by Mr. Edison, who said;
sockets. Every year will add to this
JOH.n S. GILL,
Latiie's 75c kill Oifonls.J .56
I don’t think the X-ray will enable to maker of split rings. No sooner bad he
.
Judges.
deformity, until before long we may ex
seen the pens than he went horn**, made
Ladies’ $4.00 Hain Toe
read, because the article to be seen must some
pect to see the eyes of mankind con
better than those in the shop,
The State or Ohio, |
kid Button . . . 1.00
be of metal. Of course if a man had s nt them up to London and got a large
structed on the same principle as those
Kkox Cousty,
i ' ’
I, L. A. CULBElirSON. Cle k of the
cataracts on his eyes and it became a order in return. At 30 years of age
Misses’ $2.00 Hain Toe
of the «nai!—removed to quite a dis
Court of Common Pleas within and for said
H ig h es t markei
Mason’s capital was 30s ; ’at 60 he had
kid Button . . .75 WAITED. piie^a
case of identify ing a signature in
Countv of Knox anil State of Ohio, do here
paid Hon- tance from the head. This condition
important case, it could be done, The 1 ^ven awaF •100,060 pounds.
by certify that the above «nd foregoing o,det
e*l asFp’fni i t g!*arantee 1. Send for !\ice will make the use of spectacles very in
is" a true" cbpy of the order lixlng the times
Cnrreut.
signature could be photographed ai d
convenient, and nill make winking i
of bolding the terms of the Courts in the
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then put into metal so that when held
Sixth Judicial District of Ohio, for the yeat
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iarianatl.
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We expect our low prices will scatter these goods
A. D., 1897, as entered on the Journal of said
between the lamp and his eyes he might
ance, if not ab-oluti 1\ impossible.
Court.
Euit-rron is reported, i-ften to have
see it. and had he been able to see it at f
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spent rix months to a year in theconipoThe seen t murks f n Bank < f England
subscribe my name and affix the
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The Coming Tariff Scramble.

Japanese mattings are one ol the
nicest things of the age. Not like the
Of Crestline,
Ohio, Recommends old fashioned matting. Finer, more
beautiful and more durable. Y’ou can
Wright’s Celery Capsules.
see the finest line of these goodB at
“Ckeotijne, O., Apr 23,1896.
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at prices
To Tiie Wright Medical Co.,
from 10 cents to 60 cents per yard.
COLl Mfll'B, O.
Stop and see them.
Gents—1 have purchased a box of
Wright’s Celery Capsules from Albert
H. Kinsey, Druggist, and used them for
Sick Headache and Constipation. I can
truly tay that one box of your (’aftsuh-s
FINE
have done me more good than anything
else I have ever tried. Yours very tiuly
Mrs. H. C. Reynolds.
MILLINERY

MRS. f. II. REYNOLDS

OHIO STATE NEWS.

Money.
If you nave money to invest I can
secure you first mortgage Ioaus on Knox
county’real estate, not only as safe «s
Government bonds, hut at double their
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.

Fifty-five of the fifty-nine wool firms
William Lac-lade, a Zanesville machit of Boston have signed a petition to the
est, was k filed by a B & O. train.
Finance Committee of Ihe Senate ask
FRANK HARPER
Fred Kreiner. ngwd 13, was killed by
ing for the passage of the Dingley bill
tho'cars at Wapakoneta.
l.tlitor and Proprietor. as a “measure ol teni|K>rary relief.”
is a disease wbicb afflicts over 75 per
l’etor KeimomJ. a Massillon miner,
cent, of the American people. It is a
I'he Dinghy bill imposes a heavy duty
dangerous disease because it not only
was killed by a falling mass of coal.
on wool. Uuless it is enacted by Con
poisons the blood but causes heaviness,
oppression.and dulls the intellect. Then
The Tiffin city gas trustees have
$1.30 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
gress, the Boston wool men say, "the
follow chronic headache, loss of appe
struck a big gas well south of the city.
tite, slow digestion, nervousness, bad
American markets will be thxaled with
DiamondDyesfbreath, dingy complexion and low
George Cartwright, one of Akron's
spirits. It will eventually bring on
f reign wools and woolens, and busi
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
liver and kidney disease in some incur
oldest ex police officers, is dead, aged
ness improvement retarded by the ex 73.
able form. But sufferers from this
j
dreaded malady are speedily
cessive supply.” It will l»e observed
All the Ohio coal roads have agreed
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 3S.
that these Bostonians are concerned to restore rates Pi normal tariffs Dec
{hwet&W
Tocket Knives, Razors aud Pocket
I
only for business improvement. The 1«.
Books at Beam’s.
Samuel
Kline,
of
Navarre,
lias
been
prosperity
of
their
l»elove4
country
is
HUT V Kt I 01, OHIO.
shat moves them to pray that clothing arrested on the charge ot hunting on ,
See that you get a rebate coupon
Warner's SAFE Cure and Warner's
French Pattern
Sunday.
SAFE Pills. Leading physicians the
ticket for the amount of every cash
THURSDAY MORXNKJ..... BE 10, 1898 and blankets shall l>e made artifically
world
over,
have
acknowledged
thia
Captain Henry Huber, president of
purchase of groceries at Warner W.
fact, and thousands of people through*
dear. And the nation is alive with Massillon city council, is dead, of appen
HATS Ahd
out the land have testified to it.
Miller’s, until Jan. 1,1897.
It is hoped that Senator Sherman other patriots of the same stripe. Sen dicitis.
Warren young men are seeking for
BONNETS,
will stand as a candidate for re-election. ator Wilson, of Washington, does not
Gold Aluminum Table Ware
The return to the Senate of the author approve of the Dingley bill. “We do 3H0 Mib#scril>er*, at $5 each, to reopen
The Je-igns
Given for rebate coupon tickets at War
SAFE Cure puts a stop to backaches,
of the crime of 73 will la* gladly wel not,” he says, “want a horizontal in the Y. M.C. A.
headaches, constipation, loss of appe
Judge Sohaufelberger, of Tiffin, beard
ner
W.
Miller
’
s
until
Jan.
1,
1897.
Are the pettiest and most
crease
of
the
Wilson
tariff
rates.
That
tite,
dyspepsia,
tired
feelings
and
sleep

comed as an issue in Ohio next fall.
six cases and granted five divorces in
lessness. It builds up the exhausted
...... .
- 9-............ .
would benefit Eastern interests, which two and a half hours.
system. It is a sure cure for liver and
Bon Isukksoli. says that GO i»er cent, already have protection, but would do
kidney complaint in any form, and the
U p-to-D ate
only remedy that has ever been able to
Farm for Sale.
An extra car anil work train on the B.
of the native Americans voted for very little good for us in the West. We
cure Bright's disease.
O. S. W. collided at Marshfield: much
Desiring
to
quit
farm
life,
I
will
sell
If
you
are
feeling
the
need
of
such
a
To be found anywhera.
Bryan. But for the negro vote, free in that section want protection for wool, damage: no fatalities.
remedy, you cannot do better than try
my farm, situated one and a half miles
this king of remedies, the great
silver would have carried Ohio. The lumber, coal and lead.”
eaft of Cliesteiville, oil the Frederick
Miners in the Bellaire district, to the
colored brother is entitled to a cabinet
town road. It contains one bundled
It is settled that the tariff is to be re number of 250, have gone on a strike
and eleven acres, free from any encum
position or something equally good.
vised in order that more revenue may for <he 61-cent wage wale.
brance. For particulars, call at my
MISSES MrGOUiH A- bERMODV,
Charles
Lehman,
an
East
Liverpool
residence.
Jacob Stkvble.
In a collection of rare and curious be obtained. But as the protective harness maker, became insane at Well
East Vine Street.
books soon to be sold in Boston is a principle is recognized by the dominant ington, and was locked up.
party,
it
is
certain
that
the
moment
the
Just received some of the finest dinner
copy of the Book of Common Prayer
No. 20 N. Main Stree
Samuel Mathie, a Summit county
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
of the Church of England, abridged work of alteration begins all the pres farmer, aged 53, committed suicide by
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
aud edited by Benjamin Franklin, and ent beneficiaries of protection will want hanging himself in the barn.
tions. Sets that compare favorably
more
favors,
and
such
as
arc
out
in
the
RESOLITIOX.
ao far as can be ascertained, it is the
William Mountjoy, charged with
with any $35 00 set ever sold, and at
cold will demand a seat at the fire. So murder, who escaped from jail at Pom
half the price. Stop and see them.
only one of its kind in existence.
Declaring il necessary to improve certain
long as the Government remains in the eroy, was captured at Portsmouth.
E. O. ARNOLD.
I
A hand of eager, willing members of business of distributing cakes and ale,
Rufus Guy received a verdict for
streets in the Eastern Sewer District
That Pleases the Ladies Will Sure
the Salvatiou Army will soon leave a mob of clamorous applicants will $633 80 against the Pennsylvania rail
9th Animal Opening.
Xo. 2. by laying and constructing a sewer
way
for
being
ejected
from
a
train.
New York to go South in order to or gather at Washington. Though the
TolopLono
3*7.
ly Succeed.
We take pleasure in notifying you of
therein.
Hartford “old school” Baptists are di
ganize work among the colored people trusts were atlame a ith ardor for the
our annual display of Art Goods, Etch
E IT RESOLVE by the city council of ings, Medallions, China and Novelties.
—jo:—
in that section of the country. Atlanta national honor throughout the cam vided over doctrinal matters and have
the city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio. That in the Commencing Wedneedav. December
1,111 BEK AMI COAL.
opinion of council it is deemed necessary for
will be the first city visited, and head paign, and went into politics for the asked a ruling of the court at Marion.
See our Ladies’ and Gentlemen’.
city and it does hereby declare its intent 2d. Tell your friends and arrange to
The Fostoria camera club gave an ex said
quarters are to be established there.
to Improve the following named streets in the
Enamel and Box Calf shoe.
sole purpose of preserving the Republic
hibit of amateur photography Thanks Eastern sewer district No. 2 by constructing spend a social hour with us looking
A good shoe for Fall and Win
from repudiators and Anarchists, they giving day, which was very successful.
a main and lateral tile sewer of sufficient over our many pretty things. Souve
Democrats are looking forwatd with
size and capacity therein, with the necessary nirs for the ladies from I till 7 p. ni.
ter wear.
can yet be depended upon to see to it
catch-basins, Hushing holes and
Thomas Davis, a Columbus lineman, man-holes,
much pleasure to the inauguration of
E. O. Arnold.
house connecting pieces, etc.. In accordance Wednesday.
that they do not get lef. when it comes fell 45 feet from a telephone pole, struck with
o o o They Will Plet»e Y«a ♦ ♦ ♦
the plans, speciHcations and proxies on
McKinley, for with that event comes the
file in the office of the city civil engineer,
to the tariff. They feel that they have on his head, got up and walked home.
permanent retirement of Cleveland,
Beginning at the mouth or opening at the
None like them in the city and
established claims upon the new Ad
Harvey Brewer, Galion, became in Kokosing river, southeast of the corporation
at prices that will
who has done more harm to the Demo
line at the center of the intersection thereof
volved
in
a
quarrel
with
two
men
from
ministration which cannot be ignored.
suit you.
with German street: thence along the right WOOllWABD OPEB& HOUSE.
cratic party than all the forces of the
Mansfield,
and
Brewer
’
s
leg
was
broken.
of wav of the Cleveland, Akron and Colum
Hence, when the task of revising the
Lime. Louisville and . .
bus Railway company to a point south of Ger
Republican party combined have ac
Mahoning county negro Republicans man street; thence north to the corporation .GRANT A STEVENS
Manager*.
tariff to provide revenue commences,
complished in that direction.
Itne at the center of the intersection of the
Portland Cement.
wc shall have a spectacle at Washing have organized to compel recognition said line and the southern terminus of Ger
A Large Line of Trunks and
from the incoming national administra man street: thence horth on German street
The Pittsburg Post fails to see the ton analagous to that of a rich man in lion.
to the center of Gambier avenue; thence on
Gambier in a westerly direction to the cen
Valises.
“advance Hgent of prosperity” aud says his coach surrounded by a mixed crowd
John Mulligan, Akron, fell asleep ter of the intersection of Rogers street and
Hair and Calcined Plaster. Building
Gambier avenue; thence north on Oldest and Grandest Concert in America.
he has not yet shown up at that great of brigands and robbers. It is inert while drunk in Singer’s saloon, and . said
— h—
Rogers street to the center of the intersec
Blocks and Slate, Shingles, Lath
(10 000 concerts in America and Europe.)
industrial center. Missing with him table that this should be so. While never woke up. He died of heart fail ‘tlon of Rogers street and the new Gambier
road; thence on the new Gambler road in a
ure.
and All Kinds of Dressed Lumber. 1
are the revival of confidence, increase money is to be made out of the govern
FAMOUS
westerly direction to the intersection of
SILAS PARR
F. 8. Johnson, of Ashtabula, a student East High street and the new Gambier road GILMORE’S BAND.............
in wages, enlarged demand for products ment, money makers will assemble and
thence
west
on
East
High
street
to
the
cen
at
the
State
University,
won
a
State
(Organized 1371.)
and about all the general prosperity each struggle to get the largest share. prize for judging dairy cattle, $10 in ter of Division street at the intersection of
I.eave Orders at .
High and Division streets; thence north on
The Delineator of Fashions
that was guaranteed to accompany the The country has given every sign shoit gold.
Division street to the center of the intersec Directed by the Distinguished C'onipo.sDEVER'S Drug Store or B A 0. Extion
of
East
Hamtramck
street
and
Division
preas
~
er.
Virtuoso
and
Director,
Office.
of voting against the Republicans that
“advance agent.”
street; thence west on East Hamtramck
In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
William Berner, the boy who was the street to the center of Spice alley at the in
it is tired of tariff agitation and wants a
309-311 West Gambier Street,
VICTOR
:
HERBERT.
tersection
of
Spice
alley
and
East
Ham
cause
of
the
Cincinnati
riot
in
1884,
was
The late ex-Speaker Crisp, after a rest, hut no rest will be given it When
No. 3 South MainSt.
Kirk block.
tramck street; thence north on Spice alley
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
to the intersection of Spice alley and Eliz
long public service, died as he entered protectionists are in power it must be restored to full citizenship after being on abeth
street Also laterals as follows; On CELEBRATED SOLOISTS—50 Artists.
parole.
political life, a poor man. Aside from that duties will l»e levied with an eye to
East Water street from the east line of Wll
Thomas Joy, aged 31, well known in son avenue to the center of Compromise
SOLOISTS—
his life insurance, $15,000, his estate rewarding political service, and securing
also on East Front street from the
Cincinnati sporting circles, was assas street;
Mi«s
Marie Donovan, Prima Donna So
eastern
boundary
of
middle
sewer
district
consists only of a house and lot valued such service in the future. No matter sinated by unknown persons, on the Xo. 1 to the center of Clinton street; thence
prano.
north on Clinton street to the center of
at $5,000. He was universally respect what the country may desire, any re street.
Gambier avenue; also on East E'ront street Ernest II. Clarke, trombone.
ed and beloved. How easily, if he vision of the tariff undertaken by the
from the western boundary of S. H. Israel's
L. Clarke, Jacob Hager, Hugo
Urbana citizens agree with the city addition to the city of ML Vernon, Ohio, east Herbert
Schmidt, Cornets.
were a corrupt man, could he have lelt Republican party will of necessity be Council that bonded natural gas indebt to the eastern boundary of the corporation
Ladies’ Shoes, sizes 2, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, former price
at the intersection of Front street; also on Victor Herbert, Violoncello.
a fortune of a million dollars!
$2 and $3, now 75 cts.
done under the dictation of the most edness should l»e paid with 4i per ceut. East Gambier avenue from the eastern
boundary of middle sewer district Xo. I to
interest.
powerful
of
the
business
interests
which
the eastern boundary of the corporation at Steinway Piano. John Mahnkee, Man
Ex-Secretary John W. Footer cites
Ladies’ Rubbers at 18 cents a pair.
Pitmen named Malone and Sheldon the intersection or said Kast Gambier
ager.
as a reason for the annexation of Hawaii derive advantages from protection. An were
avenue; also on Cedar avenue from the
fatally injured in an explosion in eastern
boundary of the corporation at the
Misses' and Children’s Rubbers at 10 cents and 15
that "it will be impossible for the island intelligent readjustment of duties for a Hocking Valley Coal company mine, intersection
SALE AT GREEN S DRl’G OTORE.
of Cedar street to the main
sewer
on
Rogers
street:
also
on
Oak
street
the
single
purpose
of
increasing
reve

cents a Pair.
Prices
—
Downstairs.
50
and
75c
Box*
ers to govern themselves for any great
?1
Saturday.
from the eastern boundary line of the cor Balcony, 50 and 35c. Gallery . 25c.
length of time, by reason of the clash nue will be an impossibility. T1 e out
poration
at
the
ifftersection
of
Oak
street
to
John B. Lindsey, of Gallipolis, was
Ladies’ Fancy Slippers at very low prices
street: also on East Vine street from
between the different elements.” With look is that we shall soon be treated to denied a new trial for murder, and was George
the eastern boundary line of middle sewer
district Xo. 1 to the' eastern boundary line
Also many other bargains at
a little ingenuity this might be twisted a porcine rush of the trusts upon the sentenced to serve eight years in the of
the corporation at the intersection of
ASK TO SEE
East Vine street; also on East High stret
into an equally good argument for let national capital, and a sordid pulling l>eniientiary.
from the eastern boundary of middle sewer
Frank F. DeTray, of Tiffin, who is district
ting them alone to work out their own and hauling match for favors that will
Xo. 1 to Division street; also on East
Vannatta’s Shoe Store,
Chestnut
street from the eastern boundary
insane
because
of
an
alleged
fortune
incense and disgust the country.
destiny.
of
middle
sewer
district
Xo.
1
to
the
eastern
awaiting him in France, is now in the boundary line of the corporation at the in
Toledo asvlnm.
tersection of East Chestnut street; also on
II. C. PARKER, Manngrr.
The wire nail trust has collapsed, and
Coshocton avenue Irom its intersection at
The
President's
Message.
Joseph
Boehl,
a
young
farmer
from
Chestnut
street running east to the eastern
IMPORTED PERFUMES
as a result nails have tumbled in price
ill
a
)UTH
M AIX STREE r.
a
St. Marie, Ill . insane over religion, died boundary line of the corporation at its in
It is stated that the trust made a clean
and PERFUME ATOM
Congress reassembled last Monday in a cell at Hamilton, of acute mania tersection with Coshocton avenue; also on
East Sugar street from the eastern boun
profit of $7,000,000 during the seventeen and President Cleveland’s last annual and exhaustion.
dary of middle sewer district No. 1 to Di
IZERS. Also
vision street: alsoon East Hamtramck street
months of its existence. The an message was read. The feature of the
from the eastern boundary of middle sewer
Blanchard, Hancock county, has a district
A Complete Stock of IM
Xo 1 to Spice alley; also on East
nouncenient that the trust has gone to document which attracted the most at diphtheria epidemic. Twenty-five cases
Hamtramck street from the center of Di
PORTED TOILET WA
pieces, after being prosecuted in the tention was the portion in relation to are reported with a number of deaths vision street to Braddock street; also on
East Burgess street from the eastern boun
TERS, FACE POWDERS,
United States Court, will cause people the war in Cuba. It is unsatisfactory in among old people.
dary of middle sewer district No. 1 to Spice
alley; also on East Burgess street from
io ask why other trusts cannot be treat that it gives no information on the mat
POWDER PUFFS, CELAlbert Shumaker, driving from Bakers Spice alley to Durbin street; also on Plimp
street from the eastern boundary of
ed in a like heroic manner.
ter that is claiming the attention of the ville to Warsaw, was held up and robbed ton
LULOID POWDER
middle sewer district No. 1 to McKenzie
also on Harkness road from Mc
people. It is insisted that the Cuban of $143 and a gold watch. He was alt-0 street:
BOXES, and IMPORTED
Kenzie street to the eastern boundary line
The publication of campaign expen.
shot in the leg.
patriots have not established and are
of the corporation; also on Lamartine Place
TOILET SOAP, such as
ses in Michigan under the law of that
from the east boundary of middle sewer dis
A
resolution
has
been
introduced
in
not maintaining a government, and
No. 1 to McKenzie street; also on Cur
4711.
State makes a showing for people to
City Council reducing the trict
tis street from Wooster avenue to McKenzie
consequently have no claims for recog Columbus
emoluments
of
city
employes
an
aggre

street:
also on Elizabeth street from Gay
ponder over. The total Republican
street to McKenzie street: also on Wooster IMPORTED
nition. The devastation of property and gate sum of $25,000.
TCOTH
SOAP.
avenue from the eastern boundary of middle
campaign expenses was $79,286, while
slaughter of lives on the island are de
sewer
district
Xo.
1
to
the
boundary
line
of
Frank Vickers, aged 26, of Dennison,
the total expended by tlie supporters of
corporation at its intersection with
A full line of MEDICATED SOAPS
plored, and it is suggested that if Spain who has a wife and two children, was the
Wooster avenue: also on Warden street
at
Democracy amounted to but $8,440
will accord home rule to Cuba and the convicted of criminal assault upon from the eastern boundary of middle sewer
The same relative expenditures, that is
district Xo. 1 to Wooster avenue; also on Ann
Cubans will agree to accept it, that the Mary McGee, aged 10.
street from Wooster avenue to McKenzie
over $*.» by the Republicans to every $1
also on Gay street from the eastern
United States will guarantee to each
One hundred men lost employment street;
boundary of middle sewer district Xo. 1 at
by the Democrats, were made in all
party to the agreement the faithful per by the burning of the Ea>t Clayton Sugar street to Warden street; also on
Elliott street from Chestnut street to Ham
contested states.
plant near Nelsonville; tramck
street; also on McKenzie street
formance of the same. It is also sug brickmaking
- ■ - - — —---loss $100,000; insurance $32,000.
from Sugar street to Hamtramck street:
In opposing the election of John gested that this government may be
Everyone expects to be remember
also on Park street from Chestnut street to
G. II. Darby, sewing machine agent
street; also on Clinton street
Wanamaker, the multi-millionaire compelled to bring to an end the dis of Hamilton, invented a tlying machine, Hamtramck
from Coshocton avenue to Hamtramck
ed by some kind friend during this
also on Catharine street from Gam
Philadelphia merchant, to the United turbed condition of affairs on the island. but no one appeared to witness an exhi street:
bier avenue to the Harkness road; also on
The
President
congratulates
the
coun

bition
and
Darby
left
disgusted.
Braddock
street
from
Coshocton
avenue
to
_
♦
_
_____
States Senate, Senator Quay says:
season.
the Harkness road; also on Durbin street
“There must he less business and more try on the progress of civil service re
The Ohio Bimetallic league, Cincin from Coshocton avenue to the Harkness
We
have
the
latest
styles
in
road: also on Greer street from Chestnut
people in our politics, else the Republi form which, he says, “has survived the nati branch, will carry on an aggressive street
to Coshocton avenue: also on Brown
from High street to Coshocton
can party and the country will go to doubts of its friends, as well as the ran campaign, and indorse only such candi street
SOMETHING PRETTY,
avenue;
also on Center Run street from PIANOS ■ . .
Gambier avenue to the new Gambler road;
wreck. The business issues are making cor of its enemies.” He states that date* for state offices as favor silver.
also on Boynton street from Gambier
Sylvester Morgan, a Spencerville car avenue to Oak street; also on Compromise
our polities sordid and corrupt. The there are now in the competitive list
ORGANS,
penter, fell from the roof of a bam, street from Gambler avenue to the north
tremendous sums of money furnished 84,1 WO places.
SOMETHING USEFUL.
line of South street.
where
he
was
at
work,
and
sustained
in

The cost and expense of said sewer less
Touching on the tariff, the President
by business men, reluctantly in most
juries from which he cannot recover.
the amount to be paid by the district shall
SEWING MACHINES
instances, are polluting the well springs states that the present law “has opened
be levied and assessed upon such abutting,
adjacent and contiguous lots and lands, and
Miss
Celia
Alexander
died
suddenly
the way to a freer and greater exchange of hemorrhage of the lungs, at her on all the lands in said eastern sewer dis Also the largest stock of
of our national being.”
SOMETHING GOOD,
trict Xo. 2 as the council shall specify in the
of commodities between us and other home in Delaware. In two minutes ordinance
for such improvemenL And the
Loot, strayed, stolen, disappeared, countries, and thus furnished a wider after the hemorrhage began she was city clerk is hereby directed to cause legal
OVITAKS,
91 AW DO.
notice of this resolution by publication in a
absquatulated, not visible to the naked market for our products and manufac dead.
newspaper of general circulation in the cor
LINft, VIOI.IXM, ole.,
Is what we like to gize our friends.
for not less than two weeks, as is
eye—“the advance agent of prosperity.” tures.” He believes that if the present
Mrs. John Barnes escaped from To poration
required bv law. All persons claiming
ledo
insane
asylum
and
made
her
way
damages for the foregoing improvements Ever shown in Mt. Vernon.
He was to have arrived in this country tariff law is allowed a fair opportunity
her home in Van Wert county, must Hie their claims therefor in the office
on the morning of tlie 4th of November, that it will in the near future yield a Io
the city clerk within four weeks from the
walking and stealing ridts on freight of
We call special attention to our
tlrst publication of this resolution.
and with the lapse of a month his ab revenue which will, with reasonably trains.
Adopted Dec. 7, 1S9C.
MUSIC CABINETS and MUSIC WRAP
P. B. CHASE.
W. P. BOGARDU8,
sence is painfully in evidence. Missing economical expenditures, overcome all
PERS.
City Clerk.
President
Nellie, the little daughter of Mr. and
with him is a revival of confidence, an deficiencies.
Mrs. S. J. Meyers, was burned to death
Call and examine our stock and get
increase of wages, enlarged demand for
On the all-absorbing currency ques at West Independence. She was stand
prices.
OHDLUNCE.
all products at increased prices and gen tion the President utters the views of the ing in front of the grate and her clothing
eral prosperity, all of which were duly uational bankers that the government caught fire.
j
Charles Draband, a Canton harness Approving the Plat of John Austin's Sub
guaranteed to accompany “the advance cease issuing money and turn that
maker,
was
arrested
for
an
attempted
division
of
Norton
’
s
Island
Addition
to
No. 6 E. Vine Street.
agent.” Any information as to his function over to the banks. He says: criminal assault on Emma Stephens, a
the City of Mt Vernon, Ohio.
whereabouts will be thankfully received “The entire case may be presented by 10-year old
olt' girl, who was staying with
by Mark Hanna, Cleveland.—Pittsburg the statement that the day ot sensible Drahand’s daughter.
da
ECTION I. Be It ordained by the City
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ wfff
Council of the City of Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Post.
and sound financial method will not
The radical temperance views of Rev.
That the sub-division of the following de
property, being known as John Aus
t
dawn upon us until the government D. D. McSkinung, of Plymouth Congre scribed
sub division of Norton's Island addition
When the Bryan and Watson votes abandons the banking business and the gational chureli, Youngstown, conllicttd tin's
to the City of Mt Vernon. Ohio, be, and the
Is hereby accepted and approved.
are added to the count fur Bryan, the accumulation of funds and confiues its with the more liberal viewB of some of same
Being bounded on the North by Race street,
on the East by Race and Norton streets, on
popular plurality f«»r McKinley will monetary operations to the receipt of hia flock, ao the pastor resigned.
'Should not be thrown away. Buy ♦
South by South alley, on the West by
i>ack»ge of Diamond Dv.s— ♦
Pension Attorney Stewart, Youngs the
come down to aitout 0(0,000. This is the money contributed by the people
West allev. and the streets and alleys there
only 10c—and with very little ?
laid out and platted and dedicated to pub
by no means the largest popular plu for its support and to the expenditure of town, has a pension for the widow of the in
use bv the proprietors of said sub-divUlabor the original fresl.ners < f (lie Z
first soldier who enlisted in Mahoning lic
lon. are hereby accepted and such dedica
gown will be restored in a, other ♦
rality that lias ever been east, for Gen Mich money for the people’s benefit.”
county, Lieutenant Edward Fitch, who tions confirmed, and the same declared to lie
color. It will be practi,ally
♦
public highways of the city of Mt. Vernon,
eral Grant had 762,991 in 1882. Com
The message gives the trusts a jab was a member of the famous Seventh Ohio, and after a copy of said plat is tiled in
paring with other pluralities, Buchanan md then concludes with an appeal to Ohio,
the office of the City Civil Engineer, the City
Made New
J
Clerk is directed to approve the same for
had 490,905 over Fremont in 1856, Lin Congress for economy.
For Ten Cents
All the schools of Middlepoint have record.
2. This ordinance to take effect and
coln had 491,195 over Douglas in 1800:
closed, and the churclics h tve been or beSue.
in force from and after the earliest period
The Diiertion Book and 40 aarndered closed by the Mayor on account allowed by law.
Grant had 305,400 over Seymour in
plea of colored cloth that ate sent
Passed
December
7.
1K9S.
Speaking of illiteracy as a factor in ot diphtheria. One child died. A fam
free will explain bow ea.«y and
1808; Tilden, though counted .out, had
W. P. BOGARDE’S.
ily of six children are very low with the
’ economical it is to Ute
P. B. Chase. City Clerk.
President
250,935 over Hayes in 1870; Garfield the late election, it is interesting to note disease.
had but 7,018 over Hancock in 1880; that the illiteracy of the five representa
Administrator’s Notice.
j
Lieutenants Schafer and Lufferty,
and Cleveland had in his three cam tive McKinley states of Massachusetts, Company A, Second regiment, O N. G ,
J'OTICE is hereby given that the under
♦
Sold
ever)
wLere.
10c.
a
package.
New
Hampshire,
New
York,
Pennsyl

N
signed
has
been
appointed
and
quali

paigns 62,083 in 1884; 98,017 in 1888,
have left Findlay for Cuba, as the ad
vania and Vermont show an average of vance guard ot a second contingent of a fied as Administrator of the estate of
Wkllf, Rkhabdson
Co, ♦
and 390,810 in 1892.
♦
Burlingtor, Vt.
SHERMAN BAKER,
3 per ceut. of illiterates, while the live force . I Ohio militiamen who have tak
late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by the
The Court of Appeals of Kentucky Bryan states of Colorado, Idaho, Kan en service with the patriots.
probale court of said county.
Louis
Scbmike,
Denis
Jorden,
E.
V.
sas,
Montana
and
Nebraska
show
an
has handed down its decision on the
Noven.lnr 21, 1896.
Young, John Jorden and Dennis Moylan
W W. WALKEY,
motion for a new trial made by Scott average of 3.6. Tlie gold bug organs incorporated
3d
the Crystal Springs coal
Administrator.
AND
Jackson, the convicted murderer of jump to conclusions too suddenly. A company, to operate in Perry, TuecaraPearl Bryan, and has refused the ap least 300,000 Italian* voted tor McKin wr.s, Jackson and Lawrence townships, ASSIGNEES SALE OF REAL
plication. It now devolves on Governor ley and as many Huns. Of these two Stark county, for coal. Capital stock,
ESTATE.
—OF—
Bradley, after receiving notice of the classes of voters about 50 per cent, are $12,000.
Charles E Knight, of Congress, O.,
judgment ot the court of appeals from illiterate. The negro vote was almost who
N puiauance of the order of the Probate
lost
his
life
in an Accident on the
Court of Knox county. State of Ohio,
the clerk, to fix the day and the hour solid for McKinley. Where is the Erie road, was Liken to Wooster for in
( will offer for sale, at public auction, on
terment Knight lay alongside the
for the execution. There is said to be Brvan illiterate vote to be found?
track several hours lietore being found, Frida), the 22«1 lay of January, A. |h, 18>7,
no ground for carrying the c.ise to the
aud had used his knife to cut oil* the Between the hours of one and three o’clock
United States court and the Governor’s
There was one American institution right leg, which was terribly crushtd. p. cu., upon the premisep, the following de
warrant for the execution of Scott Jack- to which S. M. Barrie, the novelist, took He leaves a widow aud oue child.
scribed real esta’e, h -wit:
Being l«.t nun.I»er 14 of see ion 3, in
son must issue. The law requires a a decided dislike when visiting this
W. W. Wilson, Springfield, began suit township
in range 10, in the county of
judge in sentencing a criminal to allow country, ami that was the Americau in Common Pleas Court against Amos Knox and9,State
of Ohio.
Also the east half of lot number 13, of
not more than 90 nor less than 20 days parlor. He thus expressed his opinion Whitley and Wilson, Whitley <k Co.,reap
section 3, iu township 9, in Range 10, in ihe
after sentence. The only restriction regarding il: “Tlie idea of having the er manufacturers, to secure the colled- county
of Knox and State of Ohio.
tion of $75,G<>0, together with large sums
upon the Governor is that he shall not largest and best furnished room in the of hack interest, by foreclosure of a
Alao the east half of lot number 28, in
appoint a day earlier than was appoint house reserved for infrequent callers, mortgage on the Whitley knife and bar township !>, in range 10, iu the county of
Knox and State of Ohio.
ed by the court. That day has already instead of allowing the children of the works.
A ppraiskd:—
First tract at $2,t>00.
passed. The opinion of the Court of household to enjoy it, was never a
Morris Cameron, superintendent of
Fecot.d tract at >750.
Appeals covers also the appeal of the pleasant one to me. It was once told the Coalton Coal company, has siu*d
Third tract at $8 0.
At Prices Io Suit
TrRM8or9aut: One third cash in band
attorneys for Alonzo Walling, who must by a bright boy that he was never al the Ohio Southern railroad company to
compel the latter to furnish the com on <1 iv of sale, nn« third in one year, and
d e. The grounds for appeal were that lowed to enter die parlor of his home pany’s mines with sufficient number of then • er one-third in Iwo years from date
the judge erred in instructions, the unless it was during a ‘funeral ceremony cars to handle its daily output of .-oal.
ante, with no'es and mortgages pn the
MAX MYERS,
premises su'd wi h interest from day of
Sheriff erred in not allowing admission or something like that.’ This may have The railroads have agreed with opera sale.
except by ticket, aud th it the evidence described the situation too strongly, 1 ut tors on a uniform rate for minuig, and
Pecember 10, 189d.
cats are not furnished those mines paj301 W. Gambier ?t.
CLINTON M. RICE,
was insafiici *nt. G tvernor Bradley it was much nearer the tiutb than iug nc rc than the scale under the joint
Assignee in trust for the benefit of the
must u iff fix the date for execution.
agitemeut.
otherwise.”
creditors of John R. Bailey.
j Alao all kinds of Hard an! Soft Coal

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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DRY GOODS
. . CARPETS . .

SCRIBNER &C0.,

Special

MAt/SIAIAtAIAtAIAtAIAIAtz

JAMES PATTERSOH

Values

in
Odds and Ends

A HOUSE ....

of

UNDERWEAR

B

and Children’s

SASH,
DOORS and
MOULDINGS.

CLOAKS,
ROBES

and CAPS.

Monilav ARerflMm.Dec. U, 2 Jclocl

OS"

Sole Agentsfor theSTANDARD

!

PATTERNS.

hlMUT'Sj!

JUST LOOK AT THIS!

Dever’s

k

KAtbUahsl Wft

15tli YEAK
'or SiaESSFl’L BLSISESS E\PER1EME’.%^
TIME-TRIEB and RELIABLE AGENCY!

\
V

READ ESTATE!

HOLIDAY

GIFTS.

Xmas

Necessities.

This is the kind of a selection

we have made this year,

costing you anywhere from

X .C.

S

dollars.

Mammas
Old Dress

♦' Diamond Dyes

I

of

two cents to twenty-five

ALL KINDS,

:

We have suitable presents for

FATHERS,
MOTHERS,
SISTERS,
BROTHERS,
UNCLES,
AUNTS,
COUSINS,
SWEETHEARTS.

FIRS INSURANCE !
JEXL ESTATE SOW. BENTED UD EXdhWti)
kFIRE INSURANCE A SPECIALTY^
^OFFICE, MASONIC TEMPLE^
mt .

vxaisox . <!»<»•

AiJb

STKICk«'

AND CUT IN TWAIN
MISSES’ UNDERWEAR.
1 Lot Misses' Underwear, were <»8c., now 25c. Io cloee out.

LADIES’ SILK EMBROIDERY HOSE.
1 Lot Ladies’ Silk Embroidery Hose, were 50c., now..................25c.

BLACK SILKS.
2 Piece. Black Groe Grain Silk, was $1 00, now...........................G9c.
1 Piece Black Groe Grain Silk, was $1.25, now.......................... 89c.
1 Piece Black Gr-w Grain bilk, was $1.59, now...........................99c.
1 Piece Black Armour Silk, was $1.25, now............................... 89c.

FANCY SILKS.
1 Set of Short length Silks for Trimming, were $1.00 and $1 75,
now 75c. yard.

DRESS GOODS.
1 Izff of Drees Goods reduced from 58c. to 25c.
Short length 0-4 I^adies’ Cloth, were 50c., now 25c.

JERSEY RIBBED UNDERWEAR.
1 Case Jersey Ribbed Ladies’ an I Misses’ Vests and Drawers, were
35c., now 18c. or two lor 35c.

Browning

&

Sperry,

THE PEOPLE’S DRY GOODS STORE.

THE OPPORTUNITY
OF THE SEASON!

GRAND ART LINEN AND FANCY WORK OFEN- ’
ING AND SALE AT ... .
R. C. Mitchell, Son

&

Co.’s

i

1
TlllRSOAY, FRIDAY AMI SATl’RDAY

or This Week,
Under the auspices of Mrs. Margaret C. Vaughcn. A fine d -|.lay o
Art Linen Work will lie on exhibition from Chicago and other placmf <
All lover, of the beautiful Art Work are cordially iuvited to attend j
II. H. Griggs A To. will also have a Special Cloak Sale daring !
the saute time. A. E. Force in charge.
!
Do not fall to attend this opening. Ko. II S. Main Street.

ORMaattMiSittMMaa*

WiTSIDt WilFS

SOCIETY SCINTILLATIONS.

Visitors Here anti Elsewhere-Sun
dry Items of Gossip.

i SEWER TWILL BE.

Miss Said<e Stevens bat returned from
£ved Together While
Favorable Action Taken
her Virginia trip.
Passing Along,
by City Connell.
Mias Maud Downs, of Columbus, is tbe

And Which Include Choice
Local Happenings,
Police Make a Kahl On a Building On
South Main Street— Landlord Scar
brough Causes Arrest or Two Female
Boarders—Supt. Bouebrake’s Month
ly School Report.

guest of Mrs 0. V. RansomMrs. Thurston, of Chioago. is visiting her
sister, Mrs Charles Cooper, of W. Sugar
afreet.
Mr. W. R. Shipley, went to Mansfield,
Tuesday, to visit iris brother, Dr. A. D.
Shipley.
Miss Lillian Sherruan, of Cam bridge bor
ough, Pa , is th e guest of Mr. and Mra. Bert
Sanderson
Mr. George Hulse returned from Montana
Thursday, wbe.e he has been spending the
past rummer.
Mias Mary Boj>* left for Ft. Wayne, Ind ,
last week, where she will spend the sinter
with relative?.
Prof an t Mrs. Frank Readier, of Ames,
Iowa, were the gnesta of Supt. and Mra. L.
I) Bouebrake, the past week.
Mr and Mrs A. Ca-sil gave a reception to
a number of their friemle, at their horue on
E. High sheet, Wednesday evening.
Miss Grace Coewell, of Chicago, wav the
guest of Mrs. Frank Aldred last week. She
left for a tour of the Smith Saturday.
Mr?. Harry D. Crltchfiell and daughte*,
Misv Catharine, are expected home this
week from an extended visit with friends in
St. Louis aud Chicago.
The DeKoven quartette will give tbeir
concert at Liberty Chapel Saturday even
ing. The entertainment was to have been
given Tuesday evening, but a |>ostponement
was necessary.
Mrs. Frank Harper left this morning for
Chillicothe, where she will be the guest of
rela'ivea until after Christmas, and npou
her return will be accompanied by her
mother fora visit of several weeks
The Kokcaieg club gave the second of
their eerie? of midwinter dances in the ar
mory Thursday evening, which was attend
ed by about twenty conple. Prof. Al.
King, of Man?field, furnished the music.
Mr- O. M. Arnold, Dr. L. L. Williams
and son Clint, and Mrs. Cotton left for Cal
ifornia, Sunday. Mr Arnold expects (o re
main during the winter, while the re
mainder of the party will pay a short visit
to Mra. William?, whose health has
been greatly improved.
A pleasant and enj -yable hop was given
in the Winter Casino, at latke Hiawatha
Park. Wednesday evening of last week by
the "Three?,** a popular dancing club of
thia city. Thirty couples were present and
danced until a late hour when the merry
party were brought back to the city by
special cars.
Tbe Monday club met at the Pari-h, Dec.
7tb. Mrs. Frederick Cooper read an inter
esting paper on "The People Who Influ
enced Byron." Miss Strait Russell then told
of bia work?, and Miss Ella Grant of bis
year In .Greece. M s. Bouebrake then read a
well p’-epared paper on"The Life of Jane
Austin'." During tbe time allotted to
current event-. Theosophy was discussed,
Miss Cooper being the leader.

— Retail price- Butter. 15; eggs, 20.
— The Banner's prize distribution, See
lust page.
— Don’t fail to read the Banker's grand
prize distribution tcheme on the last page.
— Mr. Thomas Hunt bus been confined
to his bed for the last week with spinal
t ouble— Owl Creek Council, No 29!) National
Union, will hold the annual election of
office's Friday evening of this week.
— Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Graham, of East
High street, are the proud parents of a
daughter, which was born to them Sunday.
— L. C. Penn, the music dealer, has tn
a nr otincement in this issue of the Banker
that is suggestive to seekers of Christmas
articles.
— A tive-month's-old child of Mr. and
Mis. Wolford, residing at the corner of Gay
and Pleasant streets, died Wednesday
morning.
— James Back, while about bis chair fac
tory in the West end, caught bis left hand
in a circular saw, Munday, slicing the
small finger.
— The Banner's prize distribution will
positively close on January 20. Find out all
about the plan, as revealed in the notice on
the last page.
— There will be a meeting to organize a
bimetallic league, hi the Clinton township
bouse, South ’ ^ruon, on Thursday even
ing, December^u.
The room in the Ward building over
I enn's music store is being remodeled and
titteel up for occu|«ncy by tbe Adams Ex
press Co., after January 1.
Those who intend to participate in the
ankers prize distribution should lead
tbe rules carefully, as there will positively
be no deviation front them.
— Note the announcement of Vannatta
n this issue of the Banner. There are
line prices quoted that should cause a rush
for the articles mentioned in tbe list.
— Tbe Knox County Pomona Grange
will meet with Morgan Grange, Saturday,
December 19, at Morgan Center, at which
time tbe delegate will make his report.
Pliny Cochran, employed at S:evei t
warehouse, was badly burned about the
face, Monday morning, while starting a tire
in the office. He used kerosene and an explosion resulted.
— The Pocahontas will give an entertain
raent and supper io tbe ball in tbe Banning
Lblock Friday evening, Dec 18. There will
AMUSE H ENTS.
>e shaking, music, dialogues and a Pocatontaa wedding.
KEENE AT THE GfcEAT SOUTHERN.
— I.C. Lynd?, of Baternantown, the new
Thomas W. Krene, the emiuent tragedian,
Iputy treasurer, took the oath of office,
Tuesday and entered upon the discharge of accompanied by and under the direction of
his duties. He will remove his family to Charles B. ’I an ford, will appear at the
Great Southern Theatre, Columbus, Ohio,
this city in a short time— A raid was made on a notorious dive on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Decem
on 8. Main street, Thursday night by the ber 10, 11 and 12. He will ci>en hia en
police and three men captured. The women gagement on Thursday evening with a
le their escape, but were arrested next presentation of * Othello." On Friday
ay. The Mayor assessed a wholesome hue evening "Julius Caesar" will be the bill.
At tbe special matinee on Saturday after
each case.
— Vucle Dan. Emmett, after an absence noon, Mr Keene will be seen as Shy lock in
several weeks from his familiar haunts ‘‘The Merchant of Venice." On Saturday
11 tha city, again put in an appearance night the engagement will close with the
esday morning The venerable nrin- most elaborate scenic production of "Rich
straJ has been ill, but has sufficiently re ard III ”, that has ever been attempted by
any tragedian on the American stage. Mr.
covered to be about again.
./— Miss Nettie Hendrickson, residing on Keene’s Richard is not only a masterpiece,
. Sandusky stree*, was tbe victim of a in an artistic way, bat he enjoys the dis
,inful and serious accident Saturday, tinction of giving the moat faithful and beet
ihile splitting kindling a piece of wood portrayal of this famous historical character.
nek her in tbe right eye, rupturing tbe Mr. Ktene, who is the natural and legiti
uscles of the leua. The sight is probably mate successor of Edwin. Booth, has given
careful study to tbe various characters in
isUoyed.
For tbe Christmas and New Years Hull which he appears and manifeats sympathy
's the C , A. A C. R'y will sell excursion with each of them. As Richard III , he is
ikets at extremely low rates between all today without a rival. He portrays pasion
ical stations and to points on many other and rage in Othello with a wonderfull
ilroads. Tickets will be sold December power. The cunning of Shylock has never
^4lh. 25th and 31st, 1896, and January lei, been more effectively presented than by
[1897, good returning until January 4th, Mr. Keene, and as Cassius in JuliusCaeaaar.
he won some of hia first laurels and baa
897.
•A new schedule went into effect on the always been considered ideal in that
A. A C. Monday morning, tbe change character.
acting two of their passenger (tains. No.
uilxore's band.
18, which formerly left here at C:05 p. m.,
Many of our readers will temember Miss
ow leaves at 6:15 p m , and arrives in Colimbus.at 7:45. No. 7 leaves Columbus at five Marie Donavin, the prima doma of thia
o'clock and arrives bere at 6:35, departing famous organization, when she was a resi
dent of this city. Miss Donavin was born
at 6:40.
— Second section of south bound B AO in tbe house now occupied by Dr. Scott and
'right No. 3'• waa derailed near McConnell’s spent her childhood in this city- Later,
warehouse Thursday evening. The inter she removed to Delaware. Miss Donavin is
locking switch was sot for a C , A A C. train. practically a new star in the musical Arma
:h ’.eft the “derail" on the B. A O. open, ment, but her appearances thus far have
into which the train ran. Tbe engine was created surprising enthusiasm. It was in
iced on tbe tracks again after a half Europe that Miss Donavin's career in public
began. She studied long and faithfully
r's delay.
For students going home for the holi- with Mme. Marehesi, Paris, and Randegger,
s the C., A. A C. R’y will sell excursion London, and these eminent finishers of
Likets through to destination of pastenger training took extraordinary interest in the
rate of one and one-third fare for the success of their young American pupil. Her
ind trip. Tickets to be sold on certifi- voice is a soprano, is Baid to be of purest
e of principal officer of colleges, semi- quality, full, resonant and sweet, and her
ies or universities, and to be good for re excution of tbe best artistic method. At
the Wojdward, Monday afternoon
nt up to January 11, 1897, If desired.
— On December 14th and 15th, Home
keekers' excursion tickets will be sold at
SILENT MAJORITY.
rates of about one fare for tbe round trip
io all territory in the West and Northwest.
LANE.
iuth and Southwest. If any are contem Elvira, the estimable wife of Mr. James
plating a trip write to any C , A. AC. agent Lane, died at her home on E. Chestnut
for details of rates of fare, limits of ticke's street Friday noon o'f catarrhal pneumonia
and all other i.tcessarv information. .
and heart disease, at the advanced age of 74
I - — Landlord Scarbrough, of theSt. James years. Mrs. Lane was born at 8alt Creek,
caused tbe arrest of two female boarders Muskingum county, September 12,1822, her
i “Saturday, as they were about t j leave the
maiden name being Watson. She came to
(;ity for Newark. The girls were brought Mt. Vernon in 1813, and on December 24 of
[jkack to ’Squire Blair's office, where tbe that year was married to James A. Lane, at
natter was settled by several gentlemen Martinsburg, Of Ibis union seven children
I-r-iends of the girls appearing and putting were bom, of whom flve.witb the husband,
up the am Hint necessary to secure their re survive as follow;: James T-, of Richville,
lease.
Tenn ; David C ,of Kansas City,Mo ; H. W ,
— A f reight car Handing in the C., A. A of Ilaivey, III., and Misses Alice and Julia;
C yards was broken into Sunday night of this city. Two daughters are dead Mr?.
and several sacks of flour stolen. Detective Lane was a consistent member of tbe M E.
Martin traced the llour to a cellar in the Church and was a kind and noble lady. The
southern part of the city, and called upon funeral occured Monday afternoon at two
tbe occupants to explain its presence The o’clock at the Gay street M. E. Church and
woman stated that it had been placed interment was made in Mound View, Rev.
there by Jim Irvine. Martin started out to W. C. Endley conducting the services.
a-rest Irvine, but he hid gittea wjrJ of tbe
affair and skipped.
B is HOP.
— The Baltimore A Ohio R. R. will sell J. W. Bishop, formerly a resident of thia
low rate excursion lickels to stuuents of city, died at his home in Berea, December
colleges, seminaries and uni-ersities going 2. of diabetes. Mr. Bishop was a son of
borne for their holiday vacation. Tickets Mrs- Jane Bishop, and a brother of Mr'
will be sold to cover the vacation period, Clayton Bishop, of this city. He wjs about
but will in no cate be limited to return twenty-five years of age and leaves a wife
later than January 11, 1897. For further in and child. He removed to Berea abont five
formation call on or address nearest B. A O. years ago.
ticket agent or L S. Allen, Ass’t Geu’l
Pass’r Agent Chicago, III.
RAMEY.
— FroWi Supt Bonebrake’s monthly re
Lewis
Ramey,a
former
resident of Freder
port of the public schools, the following is
glesneh Total enrollment, 1242; monthly icktown, died at the home of his son, L. D.
e i roll men t, 1204; avenge daily attendance, Ramey, in Grand Rapids, Mich.. Tuesday of
1116; average daily absence, 101; tardiness l?st week. The remains were brought to
47; neither absent nor tardy, 596; per cent. Fredericktown, Thursday, and interred in
' of attendance, 92; per cent, of regularity. the old cemetery. The deceased was 82
52; entered, 31; transferred, 7; withdrawn, years, and was well known as a peaceable,
industrious citizen.
20; truancy, 2; corporal punishment, 19:
tardiness of teacher?, 0; visits to parents,
WHITEOBD.
Bp visitors, 175.
■ — There are some people who persist in Mrs. Sarah M. Whitford, mother of A. L.
Mh in king that Fredericktown is slow. It W’hitford, of Fredericktown, died at Toledo,
such persons bad been here about noon lows, Thursday, where she lived with her
Monday and seen how quickly tbe wheels sod, Frank. Mrs. Whitford was a most ex
of justice get started they would change cellent woman, and made many friends.
■tbeir minds. ’ At ibat t ime a business man The funeral look place at Lexington Sun
rushed into 'Squire W. B Johnson’s office day forenoon.
and asked if he could sue a man who lived
in Richland county tight away. He was
— Morris Edwards accidentally shot him
informed that if service could l»e had on self in the foot, Monday evening, after leav
the man in this county he could. The man ing drill in the armory. As he was passing
had started to leave town, but the business north past the monument, a loaded pistol
man retained L. C. Siillwell as attorney, fell to the pavement and was discharged,
suit was commenced, and in the absence of the ball inflicting a flesh wound in the right
Constable Gibson, Harry Cun mins was foot— Births: Mr. and Mra. W. H. Timmes,
called in and deputized as Cons’able. The
summons was plro*d in the Deputy's band?, East Vine street, a son: Mr. and Mrs. W.
and despite his Ume tack Harry caught hia R. Hissonp, a daughter, Dec. 1; Mr. and
in m this aide of Fred Simona' new house, j Mr?. G. H. Scase, a daughter, Dec. 7: Mr.
«,.d tne suit of M Hagerty vs. Wm. Allgire, and Mrs. Martin Monti?. East Vine street,
of Richland county, will be heard before a son, Dec. 6; Dr. and Mr?. C. K. Conard,
.lire John sou today (Friday )-Free Press. | East Gambier street, a daughter, Dec. 6.
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A Remonstrance Against
ItM Construction,
Presented to the City Council Monday
NIglit, But the Measure Goes Through
With a Decisive Vote—Entire Even
ing Devoted to Discussion of the
Qnestion.
The Eastern district s* wer wil I** built.
This was decided by the City Council at
its regular tnecing Monday nigh'.
The fiinula and opposition of the meas
ure we e om in f«ill force and occupied all
the available spare in tbe Council chamber.
The oour’esy of shaking on lh“ stibj ct was
extended to any who desired to avail iheinselves of the privilege, and was well taken
advantage of. Bull sid-s of the question
were thoroughly discussed and examined
and much interesting information brought
out on the suhj -ct.
A remonstrance to th» proposed construc
tion was presented, signed by ov«*r two
hundred properly owner?, and presented
some formidable a'guments against build
ing the sewer. But after taking all the
evidence into consideration, Council, by a
vote of nine to three, decided to construct
the sewer. It was held that the arguments
presented against the sewer were similar to
those presented against every proposed
public improvement, and if they w«*re heed
ed iu the face of tbe apparent need of
sewerage in this district, the wheel; of
progress would be stopped.

CENTERBURG.

Rev. Francis, of the Presbyterian Church,
will continue revival service during this
week.
Miss Jessie Gotshall, of Mt, Vernon, has
been vieiting in town for a few days.
The “Cross Sisters ’ gave a very pleasing
entertainment bere Friday evening.
Rev. 8park«, the new pastor, preiched at
the Baptist Church, Sunday.
A I«. Mead took advantage of the excur
sion rates to Columbus, Tuesday.
Rev. Hyde is still holding revival ser
vices at Mr. Liberty.
Miss Lulu Osborn, of Sparta, spent Sun
day with Mrs. Geo. McCraeken.
Rouse Van Horn and Rob McElroy
drove overland from Danville, Fiiday.
Tbe arrangements for tbe stock sale
Wednesday. Dec 16, are more extensive
thao ever b-«f.>re. Tbe merchants are plan
ning to sell tu .ire goods at aba-grin thm
have ever been offered in Canterburg. The
farmers realize that it is a go nl place to dis
pose of tbeir property and will bring in
quite a good deal of stock.
Centerburg Lodge No 666 I 0. 0. F,
elected at tbeir last regular meeting the
following officers: Noble Graud, John Jeppesotq Vice Grand. T. B. Mann; Permanent
Secretary, J. D. Messmore; Recording Secre
tary. Frank H. Roberts; Treasurer, George
Peardon; Trustee?, G W. Barnes, P. D. Kos
sen, W Kile.
MT. LIBERTY.

Mrs. John W. Thompson and son, Ed
win, of Richwood, are visiting fiiends in
our midst.
Tbe meetings at tbe M. E. church con
tinue with unabated interest.
M. O. Bishop and sister, Stella, spent last
week in Columbus as guests of their sister,
Mrs Mina Ray.
F. S. Sbinaberry was in Mt. Vernon,
Saturday, on business.
There was quite an unusual occurrence at
REPORTS OF CITY OFFICERS
the posloffice last week. The Banker
When the President rapped the Council came one day late.
to order, every memtfer was in his seat.
After reading and approving the miiiutesof
ANKNEYTOWN.
the previous session,, the chair celled for
reports front city officers. Tbe Mayor re
Rev. J. E Pound?, of Indianapolis, was
ported $75 collectel in tines and license;.
Civil Engineer Cassil made no written lately married to Miss Jessie Brown, of
report, but Mated that orogress wss being Cleveland. Mr. Pound? is a gifted young
made in taking levels and depths of cellars orator, and was born in and for many years
was a resident of Berlio township. His
in tbe proposed sewer district.
many friends extend congratulation?.
A wood-chopping, under tbe auspices of
PETITION FOB SEWER.
Mr. McFeely presente,] a petition, as fol tbe Brethren Cburcb, took place on tbe 2d
low?, signed by property owners repreaeut- inst., to furnish wood for ihe church.
N. H. Hunter has traded his farm for an
itig 624 lot fronts out of a total of 1049 in
elevator in Buckeye City. The public sale^
the entire district:
"We, the unders’gned, citiz ns and tax at bis place on the 3d was very largely at
payers in sewer district No. 2, earn-s'ly pe tended. Mr. H. is one of our most esteemed
tnlion jour honorable body to cause to he citizens and a sterling Democrat. May suc
put in a tile sewer of sufficient capacity for
all purposes such as house u-e and cellar cess attend bis new enterprise.
A Silver Club was orgxuiz;d at this place
drainage, with prop-r bouse connections up
to the curb line in each and every street in Tuesday night.
tbe district that requires it, to make it a
Tbe Berlin Grange has elected ti e follow
complete system so that every lot can be
connected therewith, tbe coat not to exceed ing officers for tbe ensuing yeat: Master, J.
45 cents per front foot.”
F. Hes?, Overseer, L. F. Bechtol: Secretary,
On motion of Mr. Stephens, the petition Wm. Swank; ’I reasurer. G. A. Welker;
was accepted.
Chaplain, J. F. Guthrie; Lec'urer. W. 8.
Greet ; Steward, J. F. Auten; Assistant
REMON8TKANC1.
Steward, W. C. Gtffin; Lsdy Assistant Stew
On motion of Mr. Meyers, Cap*. Baugh
was given permission to read the fullowing ard, Miss Martha Robert;: Pomona, Mrs. H.
remonstrance, signed by 208 property Bradrick; Ceres, Mrs- B. William?; Flora,
Mrs. J. F. Hes?.
holder?:

To the City Council:
Gentlemek:—We, citizens of Mt. Vernon
and residents within the Eastern or second
sower district \as designated) would most
respectfully and earnestly remonstrate
against the construction of said contem
plated sewer as advertised, and for the fol
lowing. among other reason;:
1. Our taxes in the city are already very
high.
2. Times are dull, business depressed and
prices low.
3. As set forth, the sewer and its laterals
together is a gigantic work, and as is well
known, the estimated cost is usually about
one-half tbe actual cost of construction.
4. Part of the main sewer, and many of
tbe lateral? are. in our opinion, unnecessary
or of doubtful utility.
5. It is diverting tbe drainage in one
part of the city from its natural course to
another part of the city, naturally well
drained, against a well known rule of law,
applicable to both city and country.
6. It is of doubtful authority as well as
propriety, to compel citizens in one part of
the city naturally well drained, to bear any
part of the expense of draining another
part of the city, that always was a swamp.
7. ’ We are not now able, with other bur
dens upon us. without much sacrifice ot
property, to bear the additional expense.
After tbe reading of the remonstrane, Mr
McFeely called for the reading of the signa
tures, during which a cr o;s fire of words
was maintained between Mr. Baugh and
Mr. McFeely. On motion of Mr. Meyers,
the remonstrance was accepted and filed.
JOHN AUSTIN'S ADDITION.

Mr. Thayer presented a p’at of John
Austin’s proposed subdivision of Norton’s
island addition. This was followed by an
ordinance authorizing the annexation of
tbe proposed land to the city, which, after
se vcral readings, was passed.
THE SEWER QUESTION.

Mr. McFeely started thing? along by mov
ing the adoption of tbe resolution which
provides for ths construction of the proi>osed
sewer.
Mr. Larimore moved that the courtesy of
bearing those opposed and those in favor of
tbe resolution be extended to anv of those
pre»ent who desired to talk. The motion
was carried with an unanimous vote.
Capt. Baugh, after asking the Civil Engi
neer a few question?, proceeded to make a
lengdiy speech, opposing the resolution.
Atfirst be attempted to have those in favor
of the nsolution speak, in order that he
might follow, but in this he was unsuccess
ful and was compelled to lead off*.
He was followed by Wm. R. Hart, who
also opposed the resolution in most vigorous
style.
Wm. M. Koons then made a splendid
talk in rebuttal of tbe arguments of the
previous gentlemen and was followed by W.
L Carey, Jr., in a speech that was also fa
vorable to the resolution.
Mr. Welsh and Mr. Larimore then made
short explanatory speeches. The vote on
tbe question was then taken and resulted as
follows: Ayes—Bogardus, West, Thayer,
Coe, Welsh, Collins, McFeely, Stephens,
Larimore. Nays- -Myers, Vance, Ransom.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. West introduced a resolution prohib
iting pig styes within the city limits after
April 1, 1897. After consi lerable discussion
the resolution was voted upon and declared
lost.
Mr. Bogardus presented a bill for repair
ing a window in the Episcopal Church,
which tad been broken by the chimney on
the engine house toppling over and some of
the brick falling through the window. The
bill was for ten dollars and was ordered
placed on the pay roll.
After passing the regular pay ordinance,
adj lurument was tuken for three weeks.
MARSHAL GRIFFITH
Drove the Last StageCoach Between
Mt. Vernon and Jacksontown.

Few people know it, but it is a fact that
Marshall Joseph Griffith is the only sur
viving stage coach driver in Licking coun
ty. He and Supt- Henry Blmple of the
Adams Express Company at Zanesville, are
the only ex-stage drivers in this section of
the country.
Marshal Griffith for a loug time drove
the Mt. Vernon-Jacksontown route and he
has had the distinction of having made the
last mail stage coach trip between these
points. On December 24, 1850, Marshal
Griffith drove tbe George W. Manville
coach from Mt. Vernon to Jacksontown
and on Christmas day the mad was trans
ferred to the railroad company.—Newark
Advocate.
Correspondents Wanted
Banner.

For

The

The Banker wishes a reliable correspond
ent, either lady or gentleman, at each Post
Office in Knox county to furnish the items
of news in their respective neighborhoods.
Persons whose services in the capacity men
tioned are accepted will be furnished with a
copy of the Banner and all necessary sup
plies.
— Are you in on the prize distiibulion of
the Banneb? Look up the notice on^ the
last page, aidtak) advantage ofihe great
offer.

EUGENE.

Mrs. W. Pb'dlip, of Berlin, spent Sunday,
visiting Mr. W. (J. Carson and family.
Miss Edith Hervey, of Utica, spent last
week visiting her cousin, Miss Estel SimsMr. M. Mendenhall and wile were tbe
guests of relatives west of Fredericktown,
last Thursday.
Mr. Fred Hervey, of Utica, visited rela
tives at this glace, Friday and Saturday.
A musical entertainment will be given at
Liberty Cbapel next Saturday evening.
Mrs. Potter Sockman is reported sick at
this writing.
Mr. Geo. Ely and family, of this place,
were tbe guests of relatives at Sparta, last
Sunday.
Mr. B. F. DeLmg and wife, of Newcastle,
visited relatives east of Gr«en Valley the
first of tbe week.
Mr. Lewis Rowe and wife are both report
ed quite sick.
No preaching at the M. E. Church next
Sunday, on account of quarterly meeting at
Fredericktown.
One ofihe pleasantest events of tbe season
wa? tbe reception given Mr. Winard Wilson
arid wife. Mrs Pearl Wilson, at tbe borne of
the bridegroom's parents, last Tuesdiy
evening. Tbe guests numbered about
forty. A delicious supper was served and
an enjoyabie time bad by all present.
Green Valley Grange, Nj. 361. held i'e
annual election last Friday night and elect
ed the following officers for tbe ensuing
year: Master, Sirauel Cramer; Overseer,
C. R. Sim;; Sec , J. A. Kennedy; Tress., Geo
Ely; Lect., Mrs. Clara Phillip; Cbap.^ B.
Ransom; A. rf., H. Patterson; S. K-, Louis
Rhinebeart; L. A. 8., Estel Sim?; C-, Mrs.
S Cramer; P., Nettie Rhinebeart; F., Ora
Ely.
NORTH LIBERTY'.

Mr. Jno. Wallace, sh’pped a load of
poultry last week.
Jno. Crunkilton, of Mansfield, visited bis
sister, Mrs. James Mishey, of this place,
Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs- M. W. Cochran is staying with her
mother, Mrs. Mary Reed, sines tbe death of
her husband at Butler, O.
Miss Lina Brubaker, of Butler, is visiting
with her sister, Mrs. D. Hively.
Mr. K. Hettinger went to Galion, Ohio,
to work this winter.
Mrs. Miller Davidson is very poorly at
present.
Mr. Atherton, of Amity, visited with
relatives bert, 8unday.

,

W1LTEHS BITS DIMES.
Jury Award Him 8650 iu
His Suit,
llrou^lit Against the B.
O. Railroad Co.

- Clement S. Berry Asks

For An In
junction to Prevent Collection of
Alleged Costs—Several Wills Filed
in Probate Court—Disposition of
Criminal Cases.
WILL OF JOHN D. THOMPSON.

The will of the late John D. Thompson
was filed in Probate Court Friday. The in
strument was executed July 3, 1895, and
witnessed by Rollin R. Mclutireand A. R.
McIntire. His brothel-in law, Thomas D.
Banning, is ap|»ointed executor without
bond, though if he prefers, he may delegate
his discretion and authority to two disin teiestfd peisone.
His executor is directed to appropriate
not less than $1 000 nor more than than
$2,060 to erect a monument, with suitable
superscription, on his ground in Mound
View cemetery. The Ditciple’a church, or
The Church of Christ, of this city, is to re
ceive $1,500, to he known as the Mrs. Pris
cilla B. Thompson endowment fund, the
principal of which is to be perpetually in
vested in mortgage bearing securities, and
the income used io paying the salaries of
the ministers of said Church.
His nephew and namesake. John D. Love,
receives $500; his niece, Priscilla Banning,
$500; each of the three children of his sister,
Magdalene Irvine, $400; to each of the three
children of Gen. H. B. Banning, $100; to
each of the two children of his brother, the
late Dr. Matthew Thompson, $100; provided
that if any of the legatees die intestate
leaving no husband, or wife or children,
such hgacy shall pass to and vest in bis or
her brothers aDd sisters: his niece, Elizabeth
Rowe, receives $500, but should sh6 die be
fore receiving said sum, said legacy shall be
void.
Of the remainder of his estate, one sixth
goes to hia sister, Anna Jane Love: one
sixth to Wm. D. Banning; one sixth to
Eliza B. Brown; one sixth to Thomas D.
Banning; one-sixth to Mary B. Watkins;
the remaining one S'xth is to be in
vested and tbe income paid to his brother
in-law, Blackstone Banning: a codicil dated
Mrrch 27, 1896, directs that at the death of
the said Blackstone Banning, the one-sixth
of bis estate shall be paid to his sister,
Mary J. Love.
He gives his executor, Thomas D. Ban
ning, power to adjust all claims, in favor or
against his estah; he is also empowered to
convert all his securities and real estate into
money.

for plaintiff, L. B. Houck for defendant.
j8CJb Trimmer et al. have appealed a
case from the docket of Al'ea Frost, a Jus
tice of the Peace for Hilliar township. |
wherein W. E- Burt secured a judgment.
•
George Elliott, executor, brings suit
against Margaret E. Hoss to recover $966.70,
with 6 per cent, interest from February 16,
1892. Cooper A Moore for plaintiff.
H. F. Owen took cognovit judgment
against Wray Mongans, Monday, for $342.86
with iuteres'. F. V. Owen represented
plaintiff, F. O- Levering represented defend
ant.
Samuel Finity seeks to recover from Hor
ace B. Johnson $150, with interest from
December 1, 1896. L. B. Houck and J. W.
McCarron represent plaintiff.
Noah Nyhart, guardian of John J. Nyhart aDd Charles 0. Nyhart, has brought
suit against John J Nyhart, Charles C. Ny
hart, Curtis B. Hall, Mary J. Workman,
Etuma Blakely and Curtis B. Hall, as ad
ministrator of John Hall, for partition of
real estate He alleges that his wards are
seized in fee simple of the undivided one
eighth each of 1104 acres in Brown town
ship. Cooper A Moore and C. F. Rice are
attorneys for plaintiff.
COMMON PLEAS JOURNAL.

Cook A McConnell against J. S. Hes?;
plaintiff ordered to file additional bond by
December 15, or the case will be dismissed.
Anna R. Harvey against Deni as Bricker;
cause settled out of court.
H. Lauderbaugh against Bridget Murphy;
judgment tor $74.59 and costs revived.
James George against Jessie Bayes; Almon F. Siauffer made party defendant.
Mary E. Early wss given divorce from
her husband, Jesse Early, and custody of
the children.
The bar resolutions upon the death of
Hon. Columbas Delano were spread upon
the journal under date of December 7.
The State ex rel. Bertha McClellan
against Fred Barton on a charge of bastardy
was heard Monday and a verdict of guilty
returned.
Wm. O. Johnson, exector of Thomas
Johnson against Myra C. Furlong; Sheriff
ordered to make deed for premises sold.
Continuancei—F. 0. Levering, adminis
trator, against Ira Humphreys; Mary
Wright against Hamilton Wright; Wm.
Weaver against tbe city of Mt. Vernon;
Globe Paint and Color Co. against Albert
Fike et al.: Margaret Mahaffey against Wm.
Mahaffey; James Horton against ^lenient
Berry; tbe State against Biddle Davis.
Dismissed—Alinira Graham against Rob
ert B. Graham- Eb'za C Roberts against
Robert H. Smith; Noble Weir against Theo
dore Spetnagle; Warner W. Miller against
Isaac W. Smith; George Widoe against
George Lepley.

probate news.
Chas. Murray, administralor of Wm
Havs, baa filed his first partial account.
Chas. Murray, administrator of Violet J.
Notfsioger, has filed his first and final ac
count
Rebecca Hays, guardian of W. B. Hays,
has filed her first partial account.
Second partial account of I. L. Jackson,
LUNACY INQUEST.
administrator of John T. Hamrick, ha?
The Probate Court was occupied Thurs been filed.
Joseph S. Sutton has filed his petition for
day morning in hearing the charges of allowance
of claim against the estate of
lunacy prefer-ed against C. L Fletcher, of Gideon Sutton.
Amity. Tbe affidavit wss sworn to by Wm
C. F. Rice, C M. Rice and W. R. Body,
Edgar, and the medical examination was appraisers of the estate of Charles Banbury,
conducted by Dr. George B. Bunn. Mr. late of Jefferson township, have filed their
inventory.
Fletcher is aged about 50 years and is a
C. F- Colville, executor of Priscilla Gray,
farmer. He formeily resided in Kansas ha? filed his second partial accruin'.
Clinton M. Rice, executor of Rachel Dur
City, where he wss seized with softening of
has filed second and final account.
the brain about seven months ago, and was 1 bin,
W J. Noffsinger, guardian of Cary D. and
removed to this county. The cause of his Lydia Noffsinger, has filed his final ac
trouble is given as la grippe and worry over count.
The Moerlein Brewing Co., through their
money matters. He talked at random, was
Hugh Neal, have filed exceptions
nervous and made a hobby of Masonty. attorney,
to the statement of Joseph L. Baldwin, as
He was taken to Columbus at noon by signee of Frank J. D’Arcey.
A. R. Gantt, administrator of Stephen
Sheriff* Sapp.
Gantt, has filed a report of property sold.
D. F. Ewing, administrator of Jesse
WALTERS SECURES A VERDICT.
Headington, lias filed his first and final ac
The case of Charles Walters against the count.
W. H. Mitchell, guardian of Elsie and
B. ifc O. R. R. Co. for damages was heard in Orrin
Jackson, has filed his first partial ac
Common Plea3Court last week, and a ver count.
First and final account ot Stephen Ens
dict reached on Saturday. The case was
tried last year and a verdict cf $100 ley, executor of Christopher Ensley, has
been filed.
given Walters. A new trial was granted
W. D. S'aughton. guardian of L. P.
at the request of the B. 0. and this time a Staugbton. et al., has tiled his first partial
verdict for plaintiff* of $650 was rendered account.
Emma Miser, guardian of Pauline Miser,
About a year ago Walters was a passenger has
filed her first partial account.
on a B & O. train from Newark to Mt. Ver
Final account of Chas. F. Banbury, ad
non. At Hunt's Station he alighted while ministrator of Chas Banbury, who was
some shifting was being done. When he guardian of Samuel Gregory, has been filed.
David L. Allen, guardian of W. H. and
boarded the train the conductor refused to Olive Cullison, has filed his first and final
carry him to this city.
account.
First and fiaal account of W. R Butler,
guardian of Lydia Butler, has been filed.
INJUNCTION.
Rebecca 8;ricker has been appointed guard
Clement S. Berry filed a suit Monday ian of Elsie M. Beckly, and of Sylvia M.
in Common Pleas Court against the State and Oial E. 8tricker.
J. W. Westlake has been appointed guar
o i r.la'ion of Carrie E. Horton aud D. F.
dian of Vinnie L. Howard, upon choice,
Ewing, praying for an injunction and giving
$150 bond.
equitable relief The injunction was asked
Inventory and appraisement filed by W.
for to prevent the Sheriff1 from seizing the W. Walkey, administrator of Sherman
chattel property of plaintiff*and selling it to Baker.
R. C M Lewis appointed executor of the
satisfy alleged costs incurred in previous estate of Phebe Fix, without bond.
litigation. By a decree of the Court, said
MARRIAGES
Clement S. Ber^y was ordered to pay tbe
John Livingston and Mary Dunlap.
said Carrie E. Horton the sum of $500, $200
H R. Thomas and Clara Phillip®,
of which is now due. On October 19, the
Lane Layman and Sadie Curti?.
Clerk issued to the Sheriff's writ of execu
tion, directing him to seizj the chattels and
property of plaintiff* an 1 sell sufficient to
satisfy the $200 now due defendant and
$552.02 alleged costs. Plaintiff declares his
willingness to pay the $200 alimony, but Two Morgan Township Young Men
charges that of the $552.02 costs, the sum of
Have Trouble Over a Sweetheart.
$213.19 was rendered iu judgments against
the defendants and is therefore falsely a
part of ihe $552.02. Temporary injunction Janies Gave Joseph a Sound Thresh
ing and is Held to the Next
granted and hearing set for 1 o’clock Friday,
December 11.
Grand Jury.

WAS BARKIS WILLIN’?

WILL OF KLVIRA LANK

The will of Elvira Lane was filed in Pre
bate Court Tuesday. The document is short
and concise. To her daughters. Mary, Aliee
»nd Julia, she leaves her home in Blackman's addition; her sons, James, David and
Henry, are given the policy of insurance on
the life of her husband.
EPILEPTIC PATIENT.

Mary E. Collin?, 35, of Howard township,
after an examina*ion by Judge Critchfi-ld
FREDERICKTOWN.
Tuesday, was ordered taken to the Ohio
Hospital for Epileptic?, at Gallipolis- Tbe
Miss Zon Kirby is visiting friends in attack is of 17 years standing.
Marion and Agosta.
Bert Strang, who has been in Fremont for
THE BIGG?’ SENTENCE.
some time, return el to his home, Friday.
Robert J. and Hosmer C. Biggs were ar
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Wright are the guests raigned in Court, Monday, on the charge of
relatives in Greenville, Ohio.
assault and battery, committed upon the
Will Kime and Will Struble retu ned last person of Emanuel Dial, and entered a plea
Wednesday evening, from a trip to Kansas. of guilty. Judge Gill sentenced each to pay
A petition is being circulated to secure a a fine of $25 and costs and be confinod in
post office at Baternantown.
the county jail ten days. Jail sentence
Miss Adella B »yle, of M’. Vernon, Is the was suspended during good behavior toward
guest of Nellie Ball.
Emanuel Dial.
The W. C. T. U. held a meeting in the
Methodist church, Sunday evening, which
WILL OF LAURA E. EWART.
was well attended
The will of Laura D. Ewart was filed for
Miss Lulu Dunn, left Wednesday night for probate Saturday. It was executed January
Leroy, Kama?, to spend the winter with j 1, 1896, in the presence of George W. Miser
her sister, Mrs. Jennie Philo.
and Sarah Burris. She gives to her sisters,
The Baptirt Sunday Sunday will give Semmie McKee and Emma McKee, $1,000
an entertainment on Christmas even each; to her mother, Jane Horn, $2C0. The
ing, at the I. O.O. F. Hall.
remainder of her property is left to her hus
Mrs. M. P. Howes, lias been in Spring band during his lifetime and at his death is
Green, Wisconsin, during the past week and to be equally divided between her two sis
will visit friends in Emmetsburg, Iowa ters, or their heirs. Her husband is nomi
before she returns to her home.
nated as executor without bond.
Lewis Ramey, an old resident of this
place, died at the home of his son in Grand
NEW CASES.
Rapids Michigan, Monday,and wa« brought
J. W. Lindley, administrator of Cyrua
here for burial, last Thursday.
Hosack, has brought suit against Lawrence
Mra. J. B. Simons is visiting her pirents W. Foot The suit is brought on note? and
in Clay City, Indiana.
mo-tgages to the amount of $965, with 8
percent, interest on $325 of this sum from
Deceraber3, 1880, an 1 8 percent, interest
ESTO.
payable annually on the remaining $640
There was an oyster •upp®r and party at from August 3, 1885. Cooper A Mot re rep
Mr. Calvin McKee’s residence, Tuesday resent plaiutitT.
The First National Bank, of Mt. Vernon,
night which was a grand success
Tbe Underwood brothers, jf Esto, have took c> gnovit judgment, Thursday, against
started on a cash ba9is and have cut djwn J. E. Wa-d, H. L. Ward, Joel M. Waid and
C. 0. Vannatta for $103, with interest. H.
the prices of their entire stock of goods
Delano Phillips and family, of Bit ler H. A R M. Greer fur plaintiff*; P. B- Blair
township, move! to Holmes county, near for deft ndant?.
S. R Gotshall, adnriuia’rator of Florence
Lakeville, Tuesday
Claience Eager finis'ed making rail road G. Miller, has brought actiou agairst T. W.
ties on 0. J. Phillips farm lost week and McCue, for $1,575.49 with 4 per cent interest
will commence to make ties this week on from February 20, 1896 Columbus Ewalt
the farm of Philip Mornings'ar, near Esto. aud John Adams for plaintiff*.
The Hume Building A Loan Company
E. N. Farmer aud family, of Coshocton
county, visited Mrs- Phillips, of near E»U\ have begun foreclosure proceedings agai nst
Allie B. and Lewis H. Watson. D. E Sapp
Sunday.
There will be preaching at the Butler for plaintiff.
Russell A Co. took cognovit judgment
Baptist church, on the night of the 20th of
against Lot Norrick, Friday, fur <257.91
December, by Rev. Crabtree.
with six per cent, interest. D. F. A J. D
Ewing for plaintiff; F. O- Levering for de
— The prize distribution of the Banker is fendant.
something that every citizen of Knox coun I J. B. Waight took cognovit Judgment
ty can participate in. Read the notice on against Joseph L. Baldwin Friday, fur $107,
the last page for particulars.
with 6 per cent, interest. W. I . McElroy

IN AGED COUPLE.

NOTES OF THE LODGES.

miSKH III THE PULPIT

MASONIC-

Mt. Zion lodge, N<j. 9, F.«t A. M , held

If cl pin ate* For
Almost their annual election Friday evening, Exhibited
by Speakers
when the following officer? were choaeu:
Four Score Years.
Suuday
Might,
Worahipful Master—H. D. Critchfield.

Senior Wanleu—H. H. C»asil.
Junior Warden —Harry C Devin.
Treasurer —H. W. Jennings.
Creates a Big Sensation in
Secretary—8. H. Peterman.
Senior Deacon—C. H. Grant.
tbe Audience.
Junior Deacon—C. L. 8tevens.
Tyler—James R. Wallace.
Trustees and Di rectors of Masonic Temple ReprPM'iitaf i ves of the Anti-Saloon
Philip and Rebekah Hines, Fortner Res Co.--IL
L. Curtis, Frank Muore, Howard
idents of This City, Now Living iu Harper.
League Secured the Whiskey 011 a

Perhaps the Oldest Mar
ried Couple iu Ohio.

Delaware—Mrs. Hines Was Horn in a
Log Cabin On the Present Site of Our
Own Mt. Vernon.
The Delaware correspondent of the Pitts
burgh Dispatch is out with a long special
concerning perhaps, the oldest married
couple in the United States. They are
Philip and Rebekah Hines, aged respec
tively 106 and 96 years.
Mrs-Hines, aavs the special, was born in
that part of Ohio that is now known as Mt.
Verncn, where, in a cabin bnilt of rough
logs, roofed over with great slabs for
shingles, her parents, Mr. and Mrs.Kaebler,
resided with tbeir 12 children. Mr. Hines
was their third child. 8he said her parents
were frugal people, industrious and success
ful. The children received instruction,both
religions and secular, at the knees ofllieir
inotl er and father under the light of tbe
little greased rag which lay in one side of a
pau and afforded all the light of the house
hold. When si e grew strong enough to
make the trip she went to school four miles
through the woodland, along therer}’ paths
made by bear, deer, wolf and other wild
beasts whose footprints were almost warm,
so recently had they been made. Many
times did the copperhead chase her to her
home, where she found refuge against all
attacks in the strength of a half dozen
brotheis. While residing in this cabin the
completed her earlier education and just as
soon as religious gatherings were called she
was one of tbe central figures. 8be has al
ways been a Methodist.
When quite young she became acquainted
with Ptrilip Hine?,a young shoemaker from
Maryland, who located where Frederick
town now is- Their acquaintance ripened
into love, and the couple were married
when she was ju9t 18 There were born of
this marriage a family of hardy children—
Richard Hines, Ledo, Union county, and
John and Alf, of Delaware county, all wellto-do aud prosperous farmers.
Mrs Hines is a remarkably well-preserved
woman. She is 5 feet 11 inches, weighs
perhaps 130 pounds, has deep brown eyes,
hair well mixed with gray, once a beautiful
auburn. Her step is quick and decided,
and her face is marked with absence of
wrinkle?. Her conversation is entertain
ing and intelligent. Possessed of a re
markable memory, she related many inter
esting facts of her life history, and tbe
rapid growth of the country, of which she
has personal observation. She has lived in
thiss<crion nearly a centnry. Mr. and Mrs.
Hines were residents of Richland county,
where they won about them a large circle
of friends. Mr?. Hines' health is very good,
she having neither ache or pain save a slight
rheumatic twinge. Those who know this
woman best state that she has livad a life
of usefulness, and has proved hereelf
worthy of the crown that awaits her.
Mr. Philip Hines was 106 years old Au
gust 12, 1896. He is considered the oldest
resident of the atate, aud beyond a doubt
the oldest husband in the United S'ates.
He was born in Maryland, and in early
boyhood Look a fancy to the boots and
shoes made by his uncle, Philip Hines,
whose name he hears. His uncle, thinking
he would make a success of the trade,
taught it to him, and in a few years be was
making footgear fur the sterner sex and
belles of the neighborhood. When in the
prime of his youth he moved to Knox
county, Ohio, and opened a shop. He waa
the youngest son of a family of five child
ren, and was considered one of tbe most
industrious men in his neighborhood.
When he located in Kuox county he was
surrounded by Indian camp?, and with
wild beasts he came in contact almost constantlv. He made friends with the Indians,
whose favor he won not only for himself,
but fur his sweetheart, Rebekah Kechler.
At the age of 71, Hines enlisted in thel8th
U. S. Infantry aud served during the war.
At tbe close of the war he was on furlough
and was not regularly discharged until
nine years ago.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Passed by the Home Building and
Loan Company, Dec. 2, 1890.

K. OF p.

Timon lodge,No 45,K. of P., chose the fol
lowing officersat their semi-annual election,
Thursday evening:
Chancellor Cummander— Frank C- Edgar.
Vice Chancellor—Lewis B. Houck.
Prelate—Boyd B AndrewsMasierof Work—Wm. L Gary, Jr.
Keeper of Records and Heal—Wm. Mawer.
( Ma-ter of Finance— L F. Strang.
Master of Exchequer—8. H Peterman.
Master-at Arms-G.F. Thrailkill.
Trustee— L. G. Hunt.
k. o. T. M.

Mt. Vernon tent, No 170, he? elected the
following officers fur the ensuing year:
Past Commander—L. F. Strang.
Commander—8. G. Pealer.
Lieutenant Commander—C. W. Bryan.
Sergeant—W. H. Lemmer.
Record Keeper—D W. Aghew.
Finance Ke?j>er—W. D. Bell.
Chaplain—L. F. West.
Fitat Master of Guard?—Frank Woodford.
Second Master of Guards—P. W. Sharp.
Sentinel—J W. Perrin;
Picket—R. C. Glasgow.
Mttster-at-Arms — Isaac Taylor.
royal abcanumOfficers for the ensuing year have been
chosen as follows:
Regent—Wm. L.Cary, Jr.
Vice Regent—John C. Wood.
Orator—J. L Neibarger.
Chaplain—R. H. FowlerGuide—J. 0. Hyde.
Collector—J M. 8tyers.
Secretary—A. E. Rawlinson.
Treasurer—George R. Baker.
Warden—C. T. Ensminger.
Sentinel—William Anderson.
Trustee (3 years)—A. D. Bunn.
Representative—F. O. Leveriog.
Alternate—L B. Houck.
DAUGHTERS OF 8E. GEORGE.

At the regular meeting of Lady Gladstone
lodge, Wednesday eveniDg, the following
officers were installed:
Worthy Installing Officer—Mr?. Ellen
Parnell.
Worthy Grand Past President—Mrs Eliz
abeth CharltonWorthy President—Mrs. Elizabeth Clark.
Worthy Vice President—Mra. Alice Shep
herd.
Worthy Secretary—Mr?. Emily Vernon.
Worthy Treasurer—Mrs Hattie Parr.
Worthy Chaplain—Mrs. Annie Mill
Worthy First Conductor—Mrs. Eliza
Clark.
Worthy Second Conductor—Mrs. Eliza
beth Passmore.
Worthy InsideGuard—Mrs. Emma I^ne.
W’orthy Outside Guard—Mrs. Sarah Cham
pion.
Trusters—Mrs. Marv Mawer, Mrs. Mary
Porter.
CROPS WERE GOOD

But the Gold Standard Paralyzed
Prices In Kansas.

Ovebbrook, Kansas, Dec. 5, 1896.
Editor Banner, Mt. Vernon, Ohio:
Sib:—Enclosed find my subscription for
Banner We could not well gat along with
out it Ita visits each week tell of friends
and acquaintances of whom otherwise we
would lose all trace. Long live the Old
Banner.
The crops in this part of the 8tate were
quite good this year, but prices are very
low. Hay, $3 per ton; corn, 14c. per
bushel; potatoes, 20c per buehel; hogs. 3c.
*r pound, and other things in proportion.
have some sixteen thousand bushels of
corn ia the crib, of which I expect to feed
a large part. My son Frank and I will
feed about 200 head of cattle this winter. I
have been reasonably successful since com
ing here, having now 1628 acres of land,
yet under the present gold standard the
products of tbe farm do not realize the
owner much of an income. We worked
hard in Kansas for the success of silver, for
its success meant much to every farmer
and laborer. We achieved a glorious vic
tory in this State and county. If a few
other states bad done as well, we would
soon he on the road to prosperity again.
We are organizing already here for the fight
in 1900. I am pleased that old Knox is in
the right column.
M. T. Headington son of T. P. Headington. of Mr. Vernon, was re-elected County
Superintendent of this county.
Yours truly,
Basil Hardesty,

r

M’GUGIN’S INJUNCTION.

Circuit Court Decides in His Favor
and Continue* Injunction.

The Circuit Court has just handed down
an important decision in the McGuglnBuckmaater controversy. It will be re
membered (hat as soon as McGugin aus
pected Buck master had stolen the money,
he secured an injunction preventing Buckmaster from disposing of any property
which he might have purchased with the
stolen money. Several weeks ago Judge
Wolfe, of the Richland county courts, dis
solved the injunction, holding that if Buckmaster had purchased the property with
money stolen from McGugin, that gentle
man had ample recourse to recover the
money. The case was appealed to the Cir
cuit Court by McGugin’s attorneys and a
reversal of the lower court securea, and the
injunction continued under $1,000 bond.
This decision was based upon tbe theory
that tbe thief by hia act creates a trust of
the stolen property and that it may be ful.
lowed up and recovered in any form, pro
vided it can be ideutified.

Whereas, it hath pleased an all wise
Providence to remove from our midst our
worthy Pre«ident, Hon J D. Thompson,
when bis life had reached its full fruition,
and waa full of honor, our esteemed friend
and co-laborer, and
Whereas, a connection with tliis institu
tion, beginning with its organization in
1884, and continuing until his death, has
been instrumental in esiningthe confidence
and good will of the citizens of this com
munity, establishing it on a sound financial
basi?; therefore, be it
Resolved, that we sincerely desire to ex
press as a Board our appreciation of bis
many virtues That in the death of our
esteemed friend we have lost a wise coun
sellor, a worthy citizen and an honorable
man, and the success of this institution is
largely due to bis untiring efforts and per
sistent work as a member of the Board: and
be it further
Resolved, that we attend the funeral of
our late President in a body, and that a
copy of -these resolutions be spread upon
the minutes of this company, and that a
copy be transmitted to the members of bia
famil); also that a copy be given to each
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
one of the city papers.
E. E. Cunningham,
Corrected weekly by the North-West
John G. Stevenson,
ernElevator ± MillCo.
Wm. Banning,
Committee.
Wheat .........................
.. 85

If Joseph Lahmon and James Larue had
it all to do over again, perhaps they
wouldn’t. As it is, Joseph has a badly bat
tered frame and a look of anguish, while
James is held to the grand jury for assault
and battery. And all on account of a
pretty and buxom country lass.
Joseph and Jamss are farmer lads, living
Unclaimed Mall Matter.
in Morgan township, in the southern part
Following
is the list of unclaimed mail
of the county near the Licking county line.
Just across the border of the two counties matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Post
lives Miss Nancy Barkis. Miss Barkis is a office fot the week ending last Monday :
G. W. Boyd, Carlos Bartlett, Mr?. Ben
neighborhood belle and bad many admir
Brown, Miss Jessie Buckner. Mrs. Dorcas
ers, the foremost of whom was Joseph and Borteler, Robert Boyd, Mrs Joseph Boylen,
James. Finally all candidates for her heart Miss Austa Benedict, Arthur Beecher, Miss
and her lily white hand fell off, and the Norma W- Collinp, Miss Belinda Griffith,
D. Graham, H. S. Howell, W. W. Harris,
two swains mentioned had tbe field to H.
H. E. Johnson. Mrs Eva Jones, D B. Kid
themselves. As long as the attentions of well, Mr?. J. H Mason, J. M. McGugan,
either gentlemen had not become serious John Marion, B. E. Miller, Mrs Amanda
the spirit of friendly rivalry between M- Nixon, Pearl Pbinck. Al Platt, John
Julia Wilcox.
the young men developed into nothing Sherwood, Mr?.
Chas. E. Critchfield, P. M.
more serious than temporary embarassment
occasioned the one when ths other was
— Greatest offer ever made! Read the
"seeing her home from meetin’.’’ But as Banner's prize distribution scheme, on the
tbe time passed and it fast became a ques last page. Outside of the opportunity to get
tion to either young man whether Miss a pr ize, the plan affords entertainment and
Barkis, like her immortal namesake, would instruction.
be willin’, the lovers grew suspicious and
chary of each other until they finally be
LOCAL NOTICES.
came rivals in earnest.
During this time it appears that James
Sterling Silver, Celluloid and Ebony
had gotten tbe inside track of his rival, if Combs and Brushes for Xmas, at Young
the expression he allowed, and was basking & Clark’s.
in the smiles of his inamorata. Thia did
Carving Knives and Forks for Thanks
not please Joseph; in fact it angered him,
and be set about to regain tbe affections of giving at Frank L. Beom’s.
the fair Nancy, in which be succeeded ad
The fitting of Glasses a specialty at
mirably. Then James was riled and Young & Clark’s.
proceeded to discover why this coldness had
Largest line of Sterling Silver Novel
sprung up toward him on the part of hia
former sweetheart. Miss Barkis was ques ties at Clough & Co.’s.
tioned and gave as her reason a letter
Beam is getting in bis holiday line
which she had received from Joseph in
which some grave charges were made now, which surpasses all previous years
for low prices.
against James. Then James togged hia
war paint and started out for revenge.
Gold filled watches warranted, from
His opportunity came Thanksgiving day. $12 up, at Clough «fc Co.’s.
On that morning Joseph, bundled in a road
cart, was driving past the Larue residence."
Sterling Silver Novelties for Xmas
Tbe story as to what took place there varies presents at Young & Clark’s.
in several particulars. Joseph claims that
Co re it a Yeast—Something New!
he was stopped by James, while this is dis
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con
puted by James, who declares that Joseph
called him to the roadside and struck at vinced. Sold by
’ Warner W. Miller.
him with a whip. At all events the stories
agree in this particular, that James gave
Decorated Toilet sets at Beams.
Joseph a plain, unvarnished whipping,
without frills or affectation. James strode
Have you seen Beam’s store?
back into the house while Joseph gathered
the remnants of himself and the convey
Apples! Apples!
Farmers, dry your apples, whether
ance together and continued his journey
wind fallen or picked, and we will pay
homeward.
On the followicg Monday morning Jos you a fair price for them iu ca?h.
A. D. Bun & Co.
eph appeared before ’Squire Blair and
300 S. Main st.
swore out a warrant for James’ arrest on
the charge of assault and battery. The
See the New China Dinner Sets at
trial was set for last Friday at which time
Frank L. Beam’s. Old Price $35.00;
the court was swarmed with friends of eith New
Price $17.50.
er patty. Afterheariug the evidence James
was bound over to the grand jury in the
Fresh Oysters
sum of $100. He furnished bond for his Received daily.
Everything else in
appearance.
r season at Warner W. Miller’s,

Plea of Sickness, anti Then Boasted
That It Had Been Purchased iu Viola*
lion of Law.
The saloon war iu this city has broken
out afresh and the anti-saloon league has
begun to show the r hands preparatory to
the municipal elections wh'c'i occur next
"Pring.
Saturday three workers fur this organiza
tion dropped into town rather unexpectedly.
Two of them, R. R Bane and A B. Callen
der, registered at the Curti* Hoise, while
tbe other gentleman. G. J. Raynor, was en
tertained by a !<>cal minister. 8unday was
set apart for anti-sa .on leeg’-• observance
and the speakers assigned as follows: In
tbe morning, G. J. Raynor in the Baptist
Church; A. B. Callender in the Christian
Cburcb; R. R. Bane in the Presbyterian
Church. In the evening R. R. Bone iu the
Congregational Church, andG. J. Raynor in
the M. E. Church. In theafternoon all three
gentlemen attended the services at tbe Men’s
Christian League rooms. The real sensa
tional portion of tbeir visit came during
the services conducted by these gentlemen
in the evening.
x
During the day, while the gentlemen
were in the rooms at the Curtis House, a
call was had from their rooms and a porter
was sent up to look after their wants.
When he inquired at their room Mr. Bane,
as is claimed by the porter, stated that he
was sick and needed some whiskey. The
porter told him that all the saloons were
closed end he would be unable to comply
with hie request. But Mr. Bane insisted
and finally threatened to report the porter
to the proprietor if he did not do as was re
quested. The porter took some money they
tendered him and started out to get the
whiskey. After a diligent search, be it said
to their credit, he found every bar in the
city closed. Going to the rooms of W. B.
Weaver, proprietor of the "Little Nugget,”
he asked him t > go to the bar and get him
eotne whiskey for a sick guest at the Curtis
House. Mr. Weaver replied that he did no t
sell whiskey on Sunday and would not
open his bar, but as this was an extreme
case where a human life might depend
U|>on proper restoratives, he gave him a
{•artially filled bottle which he had in his
room. The porter returned to the room
and delivered the bottle to tbe guests.
Later there was another ring from this
room and when the porter responded he
was requested by the guests to get them
more whiskey. He demurred, but upon
the plea that it was needed for sickness,
hurried down street after the liquid. At
theSt. James hotel he found James Sites,
bartender for the St. James, to whom he re
lated that he wanted tbe whiskey for a sick
guest. The bartender stated that he would
Dot tell him any whiskey, but that if it was
to he used in case of sickness, he would
give him a bottle. When the porter re
turned he was asked the names of the siloonists, the location of their place of busi
ness and all particulars concerning the pur
chase of tbe whiskey.
By prearrangement. both speakers when
they had reached the proper point in their
speeches that evening, fitted the climax by
exhibiting the bottles of whiskey, accom
panying the demonstration with the state
ment that they had been purchased that
day, in violation of law. The spectacle of
bottles filled with whiskey in a church cre
ated a great sensation.
The methods employed by these gentle
men was questionable, to say the least.
Many of the anti-saloon people themselves
denounce the act as unfair and disreput
able. Of course the saloon men are indig
nant. They claim that the part of falsify
ing and inviting an infraction of the laws is
hardly becoming one of the cloth aud that
their business is made disreputable by just
such methods as these. The potter, of
course, was an innocent party to the con
spiracy, is they call it. He had merely
performed a charitable act fur what he
thought a sick person and the saloon men
attach do blame to him. Later develop
ments in the crusade that is sure to come
will be watched with interest, and the
Banner, true to its well established policy
of fairness, will give an impartial account
of the proceedings as they occur.

All the new colors in window shades.
New lace decorations. Wall shades,
all sizes and at the lowest prices. You
will Bave money by buying theee at
ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain
poles, sash rods, Ac.
The Tisplay of Lamps to be seen at
Frank L. Beam’s will surprise you. Take
a peep through his store.

Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and
at lower prices than ever. All old stock
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
and see how pretty and how cheap.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

We want your

. HOLIDAY TRADE .

A new’ line nut on Moulding at
Beam’s. You always get First Class
Frames and Mats at his store.

And if low prices are any in
ducement we will have iu We
have the finest line of
PERFUME ATOMIZERS
ever brought to the city, and
prices the lowest.
CELLULOID SETS of the
latest styles. PERFUMES in
bulk and Fancy Cut Glass
Bottles. We are agents for
DeKLYNS FINE CANDIES.
Give us your order for Christ
mas Candies.
We also take orders for en
graved cards.
. »*
Give us a call before buying
and see how well we can please
you.

Have you seen the Napoleon Ware
at Clough & Co.’s?

CRAFT & TADGflER,

Corn..............................
Oats...............................
Taylor’sDiadem Flour.
“
Best Flour....
Bran, per ton...............
Shorts, per ton..............
Cash paid for wheat.

..

17

.

12i

$140
. 130
.$ 9.00
, 9.00

The best Tea and Coffee in the city
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
at 25c per pound and be convinced.

Do not fail to call and see our line
before you buy your Holiday presents.
Clough & Co.

New buckwheat and pancake flour
for breaklast cakes at Warner W. Mil
ler’s.
Sterling Silver Spoon* and Forks at
Young A Clark’s.

♦
♦
♦

E. Side Public Square.
Telephone 3fi.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<♦♦♦

\Ve are selling

Beam’s 10c Counter seem* to catch
the people who are looking for Bargains.
Have you seen the new things iu China
tor 10c?

KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR

HOLIDAY OPENING!

Preeminently

For that Tired Feeling.
It braces you, gives you an appetite,
If You need Wall Paper see Beam'? and is the best Liver and Stomach
stock and get his price*.
medicine on the market today.
Cbaft & Taugheb
Sterling Silver Spoons at Clough’s.

R. I. ARNOLD (A CO.
We cordially invite the public to
our annual Holiday Opening ....

Popular

Perfumes.

BIBLES, ALBUMS, GAMES and
FANCY GOODS. Chocolate and
wafers served to the ladies and a
hearty welcome to all. ;..................

Pinaud’* Violet—Imported.
Baldwin’s Queen Bess—American, at
HARRY M. GREEN’S DRUG STORE,
Roger A Gallett’s Violet—Imported,
Roger & Gallett’s Peau D’ Espagno—
Imported, at
HARRY M. GREEN’S DRUG STORE.
Woodworth’* Violet ofSicily—Am’r'n,
Woodworth’s Crab Apple—Am’r’n, at
HARRY M. GREEN’S DRUG STORE.
L. D. 4 Co. Persian Boquet—Am’i’n,
Freeman's Wild Rose. American, and
complete line of all standard odors
in bulk and bottle at

R. I. ARNOLD & CO.

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store

Thursday, December 10
From two to eight o’clock, p. m.
We will make a special display of.. ..

Appcjritucs afi

*nat attract the ojp

post Id sex. Some
times this eeCui- a
•hy. It seems as if
it woubl be juster if
a fine mind was the
attraction instead of
a fine face and figure.
But you can t change
human nature.
When you contv to
understand it there
is a sort of justice
about it too ; because
although we can’t
all be handsome,
almost every one of
us can add at least
50 per cent, to his or
her attractiveness by
a little attention to
the laws of beauty.
When the eyes are
dull, the lips pallid,
the skin sallow,
blotchy or pimply,
the figure thin and
l wasted or overstout
and ungraceful, the
1 trouble is something
more than mere out
ward appearances; the inner condition is
wrong . the blood is poor; it lacks the pure
nourishing qualities which are needed to
vitalize and invigorate the body. In this
case physical activity is largely a question
of pure, rich, red blood.
You can’t have sparkling eyes, red ripe
lips, a clear rosy complexion and a graceful
symmetrical figure while the blood remains
impure and impoverished. What is needed
is Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery to
cleanse foul humors out of the blood, and
help the assimilative organism to enrich the
circulation with an abundance of healthy
red corpuscles, creating fresh color and firm,
wholesome flesh. All this is attractiveness,
and something more—health.

MCsic or NiAGAftv

'

HiatoKHnL nr.tfcs.

MAN HEAD.

Tlie ilArhionlea and Rlijrlhiil bf the ititfe Collection atOft. ( of the t nlMlghty Catdract.
plelncnts of the Mound Builders.
[Trinity Record ]
| The Ohio State University an! the

Eugene Thayer, the well known or- Ohio Arehaelogical and Historical Soganiel, has pffhliahftl an analysis of the viely have been engaged during the
music of Niagara Falla. lit: aaya:
I past three years in making a large and
“It had ever been my Irelief that Ni- : impoitant collection of Indian, Moinitl |
ngnra hail not Ireen heard as it should Builder and Pioneer r<lies. These havt
he, and in this belief I turned my steps been placed in an absolutely fire-proof
AN CLEGANT BUTTON TREE
hitherwanl. What did I hear? The museum on the grounds of the State
roar of Niagara? I heard nothing hut a University at Columbus.
with each package of
perfectly constructed musical tone,
While Ohio is the richest state in re
clear, definite and unapproachable in mains of the aborigines, it was not until
its majestic perfection, a complete se recently that the state collection Irecame
ries of tones.Mill uniting in oue grand large enough to be favorably compared
Al Every Stage of Life Where Renewed Nervous Energy, Pure Blood, Freedom From Pain, and Normal
and nnliie unison, ns in the organ.”
with similar exhibits in the eastern mu
Mr. Thayer then describes at some seums. For many years Ohio has been
Conditions Are Despaired of, Paine’s Celery Compound is the One Remedy That Will Really Make
length the compound nature of a given despoiled of valuable and interesting
tone, and illustrates the overtones or relics by these eastern institutions Our
You Well!
partials of the lowest C of the 32 foot own people have given the subject of
pipe of the organ. Then he continues; the preservation and study of these
“I had long had a suspicion that I things very little thought.
The firrt women in the land have good reason to receinmend to every suf Hon. George L. Fletcher, ex-Minister Francis—the public will recall scores of
should hear all this At Niagara alien
Tlu re are in the hands of persons
ferer
Paine's celery compound.
nB,ers of equal prominence—
her wonderful voice should first gri et over the state many thousands of stone.
Although it has happened that within tlie past year voluntary testimonials
The
proprietors
of
Paine
’
s
celerj*
compound
are
not
“
patent
medicine
men.
”
my ears. It was just ns I had supposed. Imnc aud clay object*, made and used
They claim not one whit more for this wonderful remedy than it will ao- have been constantly received from hundreds of such people, men and women
How should I prove all this? My first by primitive tribes; old books, manu
who need no introduction to any section of this great country—
step was to visit the beautiful Iris Is scripts, bun! grants, old letters and other complish.
Still the greatest pride of the makers of the remedy is not so much the reli
They resort to no schemes to sell it; they ofler no prizes. They believe in tho
land, otherwise known as Goat Island. historical documents relating to tho set
My next step w is to a’and on Luna tlement of Ohio; piotiter relics such as only kind of advertising that can be profitable in the end; that is the recommend-, ance that the rich and titled have come to put upon it; but the good that Paine's
Island, above tho central fall and on old clocks, spinning wheels, Hails, a*tons that go by letter or word of mouth from those whom Paine’s celery com-1 c- lery oompound is doing in the army of people whose circle of acquaintances is
the west side of the American fall wooden spring*, coins, etc. These will pound has benefited, to su fieri ng friends, lelatives and neighbors. The proprietors 1 limited to their immediate neighbors, the good it is doing among hard working
proper. I went on the extreme eastern •become lost or scattered. That they of this remedy have given out for publication the voluntary testimonials of grate people, whose health is no less valuable than that of the famous or wealthy, and
Kvery woman will be healthier and happier for
side
of the islaud in order to get the full should be preserved and cared for in be ful women and men, who owe their heulth to Paine’s celery eonqaiund; they ; whose heart fell testimonials are the best of all tributes to the first among Ameri
followi'ug the friendly, practical counsel contained
in Dr. Pierce's great "universal doctor book: “The
force
of the larger fall, and sat among half of the future generation, goes never change a writer’s words olexaggerate a person's importance; they never I can physicians, Prof. Ed wan! E. Phelps, M. D. LL. D.
people's Common Sense Medical Adviser.” It is
placard a plain citizen with titles they never call a simple cure a miracle.
He discovered a remedy that could be put witlnn the reach of the poor as well
the most comprehensive medical work in one
the
rapius.
Next I went to the Three without saying.
volume in the English language. It contains
Paine's celery c impound is tolay the le nt advertise 1 of any pr miinet re- J as the rich, a remedy that has revolutionized in a few years the general practice
Sisters Island.
The Museum at the Ohio State Uni
100ft pages, fully illustrated. 680.000 copies have
been sold at J1.50 each bound in cloth. The pro!“With more or less variation of pitch versity is the proper repository for all medy, and yet its output is far greater than them all. The demand f«.r Paine’s! of medicine.
its are now used in printing half- a - million free
copies bound in strong tnandla paper covers. To
Until this discovery there was no cure for the many ills that women suffer—
at
these and many other points, I heard such things. Once placed there they celery compound is steadily, daily growing, while the sales of every one of the
get one you have only to send 21 one-ccnt stamps
I to pay cost of mailing out} 1. to World's Dispen everywhere the notes of the chord of G, can never be burned or stolen.
women whose nervous system, for one reason and another, is impaired, whose life
Every artfully but dishonestly advertised “patent medicines” nne fast dropping off.
sary Medical Association, No. 663 Main Street,
specimen in the museum is properly
Although within a year the most astonishing number of people in high society is a burden on account of what are ordinarily termed “f-male ailments.”
only four octaves lower.
Buffalo. N. Y.
The pains and aches which our mothers thought they must endure, now
“I arrived at my conclusions both labeled with the name of the person men who hold public tfliees of great importance, the wives of most distinguished
theoretically and practically. Let me who donated it, the date and other par citizen’, such people as for instance, Mrs. Senator Quay. Mrs. Dr. Parkhurst.Eliza vanish entirely under the curative, health giving influence of Paine’s celery com
1 first call attention to the third and ticulars. The State Historical Society, beth Cady Stanton. Congressmen Grout, Powers, W ilher, Bell, Mra U. S. Senator pound. Like nothing else, it gives new rigor, new life, new strength. It makes
$ NEXT
together with the University, desires to Warren, the great Presbyterian leader, Rev. Charles I. Thompson, D. D., of New nervou’, ailing wonun well and cheerful. It dispels sleeplessness; headaches dis
fourth notes, D ai d G.
“The ground note, G, was so deep, so make a strong plea to the people ot York, Maj -Gen. Birney, Congressman Meredith of Virginia, Mrs. H. B. Sperry, appear. Paine’s celery compound makes it unnecessary for women, at any stage
•
time you need a laxative,
grand, so mighty, that I never could re Ohio to send by express or freight any Supt. W. F. Smith, of the U. S. botanical department, Helena Modjeska, Col of life, to sutler from those serioue ills that afflict so many. And Paine’s celery
w
buy a twenty-five cent
alize it or take it into my thought or relics in their possession. The cliatges IJttler of the Chicago produce exchange, the Rev. Dr. Meek, President Rowley, compound not merely relieves but permanently cures.
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE
hearing, but these two tones, only four on same will gladly be paid by the mu
»
package of
octaves lower, were every where, with a seum and due credit given the donors;
London is the most populous city in
Spanish mahogany is the l»e’t and
Administrator's Notice.
power which made itself felt as well as From those who do not care to donate, the world: no other city can compare most beautiful, the Honduras or Ameri Common hats appear to l»e practical
ly
blind
not
only
in
the
light,
but
also
r01 ICE is hereby given that the under
with
it
in
extent,
wealth
or
popula

can
mahogany
being
very
iuferior
to
specimens will he received on loan,
heard.
WITHOUT COST.
signed has been appointed and qualtion.
it.
in the dusk, says a naturalist. Some I
No griping. It cures.
“But, it will be replied, these two subject to withdrawal at the option of
fied Administrator of the estate of
--------- o------------kept could never see the mealworms
SUSANNAH HORN,
note's were too low to he detected by the the owner.
Few people know that ail plants con Tlie wife of Mr D. Robinson, a prom
At druggists.
The Curator of the University will I e tain digestive principles. They cannot inent lumberman of Hartwick, N. Y., with which I fed them, nor the paint late of Knox county. Ohio, deceased, by the
sense of hearing. How did I determine
X, S. R. Fell&Co . Chemists,Cleveland. O.
Probate Court of said county'.
glad to correspond with all patriotic absorb their food until it is digested any was sick with rheumatism for five brush with which I gave them water,
their pitch?
November 18,1896•O■<* 0000
t^-ri
until
it
was
within
one-third
of
an
inch
L B. HOUCK.
“I firat e.iught the harmonic notes persons regarding the work of the mu more than animals can. The Mount inontlis. In sjK’aking of it, Mr. Robin
‘Sold at II. M.Gre-n's Drfl< fjsore
Administrator.
of
their
snouts.
Lebanon Shakers have learned the art son says: “Chamberlain’s Pain Balm is
ahovethem that were definite in pitch, seum and the character of its exhibits.
and then, counting the numtrer of vi
orextracting and utilizing these digestive the only thing that gave her any rest
DRINK AT MEALS.
principles, and it is for this reason that from pain. For the reliefof pain it can
brations of those lower two notes, easily
An Important Part.
their Shaker Digestive Cordial is meeting not be beat.” Many very bad cises of
determined their distance below.
and
The real trouble with tea and coffee with such phenomenal success in the rheumatism have been cured by it. For
“And here comes a curious feature
For 1 lie Cure of Col tit and La which proves that Niagara gives a tone drinking is not generally understood. It treatment of dyspepsia. The Shaker Di sale by druggists.
Grippe.
and not a roar. The seventh note, the is common knowledge with everyone gestive Cordial not only contains food al
j
interval of the tenth, was of a power that physicians advise the discontinu- ready digested, hut it also contains di
La grippe and influenza, cold in the and clearness entirely out of proportion uance of both tea and coffee when a gestive principles which aid the digestion KNOX COUNTY
head or on the longs, are not only dis to the harmonies as usually heard in jiereon is sick, particularly when the di of other f.rods that may t>e eiten with it
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,
TEACHERS’
tressing maladies, but are very danger the organ.
gestive machinery is affected. Any per 1 single 10 cent simple hottie will be
ous ps well. Cold on the chest is an in
EXAMIXAThnS
“Were the tone of Niagara a mere son with a slight knowledge of chemis sufficient to demonstrate its value, and
flammation affecting the air-passages
noise, the seventh note would be either try can make the follow ing experiments, we suggest that every suffering dyspeptic
1896-97.
und vessels leading into and through weak or confused or absent altogether.
securing the results as given. Coagulat make a trial of it. Any druggist can
every portion of the lungs. The inflam
Meetings for the Examination of
“What is Niagara's rhythm? Its heat ed egg albumen when mixed with arti supply it.
mation may he so violent as to cause
NOW!
Teachers will be held at the
ficial gastric juices, will be practically
is just once per second.”
death in a short time if not quickly re
entirely digested in eight hours.
Laxol is the hist medicine for child- School Room,
JV.
Is the tune to buy.
duced, or it may linger and drag as a
When tea is added during the process ren Doctors recommend it in place of
AMERIC1X BIBLE SOCIETY.
Come and investi
bail cold or more or lessseverity. What
of digestion, GG per cent, ot albumen Castor Oil.
Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
gate our great line of
is true of a cold is equally true of la
—Merchant Tailor and Gents’ Furnisher—
An Appeal.
L Isters, Overcoats,
will be digested, leaving 34 per cent, un
grinpe. Even a mild condition is liable
Suits, Storm Coats,
In the country districts, both of Eng
The Swond Saturday of Every South,
The American Bible Society asks for digested, while if a decoction of cofleeis
124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
Box Coats and Mack
to turn quickly into acute pneumonia, prompt and generous contributions to mixed with the albumen, the result will land and Germany, there is an idea that
EXCEPT
JASCABY
AND
JULY
intoshes, Underwear
or what is worse, galloping consumption. promote the circulation of the Scrip he hut 61 per cent, digested and 30 per if tiees swarm upon a rotton tree there
will he a death in the family owning or ,
and Gloves. Low
The breathing tubes Irecomo so sensitive tures.
Prices. Good Goods.
cent. undigest*?d.
This means one living on the property before the expira
that the least exposure, the slightest
Clock Coupons with
Its peculiar organization shuts it ofl thing, aud the experiment speaks that tion of twelve months.
every’ sale.
draught, change of clothing, or of the from access to thousands of pulpits and fact plaiuly. When tea or coffee is ta
Pupils’ Examinations
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN fc'lOCK
Cascarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
weather is sufficient to cause fresh cold, from direct appeal to thousands of con ken into the human stomach they very
e first Saturday of April and Mar. Exam
A COMPLETE LINE OF
JW
teirible cough, pain and fever. Cough is gregations which are constantly urged seriously interfere with the natural and bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe. ions
will commence at 8:30 o’clock a. m
ss ail communications to tLe Cleik
«
the foremost symptom, anil it may he to be loyal to their own boards, but healthful operation. Where a person
The Chinese emblem of the dragon ard of Examiners.
harsh and dry, or loose and broken with hear nothing of the American Bible So has an exceedingly powerful digestive
consists
of a five-clawed imperial dragon
L. I) Bonvbrake, Frest.,
much expectoration. It is always an ciety as a great msssionary body, or of apparatus, he can stand this abuse for a
suspended to a yellow riband, and has
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
noying, keeping up a constant irritation its hearty cooperation in tlie work time, but it is sure to tell sooner or later. the following inscription, in Chinese
und excitement in the sore ami inflamed which their own societies are doing at
L.
B.
Houck,
Clerk,
In addition to the above, it may be characters: “Before it the lion turns pale,
tubes. There is pain and tenderness un home anil abroad. Consequently a said that any ordinary analytical chem and the tiger is silent.”
Mt. Verno n.Ct:<
der the breast-bone, sometimes of a raw great multitude of well-to-eo congrega ist can analyze coflee and show the poi
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
Only the sufferer knows the misery’ of
und tearing nature. Hoarseness, huski tions in all parts of the land, are doing sonous alknloids of much the same char
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
ness, whispering, or loss of voice, chilly nothing, directly or indirectly, to help its acter as found in strychnine, whiskey dyspepsia, but Hood's Sarsaparilla cures
It
’
s
a
settled
fact that we have more than double tne variety of
the most stubborn cases of this disease.
sensations, sore throat, achingjoints and undertaking.
all other tailoring establishments combined can ehow, conscuqenttobacco and morphine. These poisons
SAVE YOUR STOCK
eatanh of the head. As the disease ad
iy we cannot fail to piexse you with something both STYLISH
In the home field, embracing ali the have a direct eflect upon the liver, and
BY USING THE
Lake Morat, in Switzerland, has a
vances there are night sweats, hectic fe United States and Territories, it has a lurred tongue, costive bowels, had
AND DESIRABLE.
CELEBRATED
queer habit of turning red about two
ver, loss of llesh, spitting of blood, or been compelled for lack of funds to 6us- skin and various other indications of or three times every 10 years. The
DERliOl) Y
hemorrhage, and the patient has the ap pentl its efficient system of Bible col- approaching sickness are apparent. coloring is due to the presence in large Morris’ English Stable Powder
Tor Low of Appetite.Constipation, Rough Hair,
pearance und symptoms of consumption. portage, hut it is still circulating the These facts have been recognized by quantities of little aquatic plants called
Hide Bound, and all Diseases of the Blood.
Price. S5«. per package
The old way of treating a cold is too well Scriptures through its numerous auxil physicians for many years, but it is dif- bv naturalists oscillatrola rubescens.
Morris’ English Stable Liniment
known to need any explanation here; iaries, superintended by twenty-one fi'-ult to induce people to leave off their
Cures Lsmenees. -’uts. Bruises, Scratches.
Galls, Sweeney, Spavins Splint. Curb, etc
A Valuable Prescription.
the new way—the better way— Ts Light District Superintendents, and through habits even when those habits arc shown
Hrice, 5Oc. per bottle,
Editor Morrison of Worthington, Ind.,
ning Hot Drops. This remedy is especial various missionary and benevolent so to he injurious and to shorten the exis “Sun,
” wri’es: “You have a valuable pre Morris* English Worm Powder
Warranted to cure any case of Worms in Horses
The gr
ly valuable in colds, la grippe, influenza, cieties.
scription in Elec’ric Bitters,and I ean cheer
Cattle, Sheep or Dogs, also Pin Worms in Colts
tence of the human body.
remedy for1
I’rice. 5Or. per box.
fully recommend it for Constipation and Sick
OLICITORB AND ATTORNEYS
coughs, hoarseness, etc. Indeed, for la
In the amount annually expended in
nervous prosTlie manager of La Vita Inn, a Herdache, and as a general system tonic it
—FOB—
s
grippe and influenza it may truly be foreign lands it is surpassed by only health institution at Battle Creek, Mich., has no equal ” Mrs Annia Stelde, 2625 Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
t ration and
A Specific for Distemper, Coughs. Colds. Heaves, I
all nervousj
Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago was all run
said to be a specific, while for breaking seven of the missionary societies of the
Pink Eye. and all Catarrhal diseases of horses.
A
Prize
for
Every
a.
S.
AND
FOREIGN
PATENTS
$750
Given
Away
made a large number of experiments in down, could not eat nor digest f>»od. had a
Price, 50c. 81.00 per bottle.
diseases of the
a cold or relieving hoarseness it is with United States. Ils foreign work last
the direciion of a food drink that would backache which never left her and felt tired Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
______
fc generative or-l
Reader of the BAAAER.
<0 inWRR Readers
AND PATENT LAW CASES.
out an equal.
weary, but six bottles of Electric Bit
befoul, and aftf.i: L'siNG. gans of eithexl
Makes Hens Lay, cures Cholera, Gapes and .
year was done under the direction of be at once nourishing, palatable and and
Roup, and kee w pocltry healthy.
ters restored her health and renewed her
sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or
I
I*i 4ce. 25c. per package.
Stammering is almost unknown agents resident in Constantinople, Ta fragrant, without any of the poisonous s’rength. Prices 50 cents and $1 00. Get a
We have arranged to give every subscriber to the Banner an
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightr,
Every remeJr entrant:ed satisfactory or money
bottle
at
G
R.
Baker
A
Son'a
drug
store.
bretz,
Bangkok,
Shanghai,
Yokohoma,
among savage tribes.
or injurious properties. His experi
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, ex'f
refunded. Our new book, "The Horse: His Diseitci
127 Superior Street opposite American
6
opportunity to compete for a list of valuable prizes. The con
and
Treatment,"
mailed
I
w.
Mexico, Havana. Caracas, Guatemala, ments were confined to compounding
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, whid
Wells yic«lieli,e Co.. Lafayette. tuA
CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
test is a simple one, but one that cannot fail to be of interest and
lead to Consumpticn and Insanity. $L\
Rio de Janeiro, and Buenos Ayres, with and arranging products of various cer
For
sale
by.
E
D.
Taylor
&
Co.,
Eagle
1
On Blackheath, England, there have
With Associated offices in Washioitor per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
benefit, other than the opportunity given to earn a valuable prize.
the aid of the missionaries of every eals, or grains, such as were intended been found traces of Roman burial, and
Pharmacy.
MOTTS CHEM‘CAL CO.. Prop s. Cleveland, ft!
and Foreign Countrie
How many words can you form with the nine letters in the word
name, and of 443 persons employed to by nature for man’s subsistence. Being in 1893, several urns were dug up in the
Sold by Ed. Dever West Side Public Squai
Victims ^f this moet painful disease circulate the Scriptures.
“WOMANKIND”? Try it, following the rules given below, aud
in a position to note the eflcct of tlie earl of Dartmouth’s garden, but they
will he glad to learn that there is a jkjsThe present condition of the So beverage upon weak stomachs, and pa were supposed by some authorities to be
win one of these handsome gifts, that are given absolutely free.
the remains of the Danes who were en
itive cure for it. Fred GrafT, of Green, ciety, owing to the falling ofl of re
“HE THAT WORKS EASILY, WORKS
tients
who
needed
the
most
nourishing
Read the ru’es carefully So that there may be no misunderstanding
camped
in
that
neighborhood.
ville, N. Y., writes: “I suflered awfully ceipts and especially of legacies, has
of the conditions of the contest.
with rheumatism for five years, arid made it necessary to decline urgent food and drink that could he obtained,
SUCCESSFULLY.” CLEAN HOUSE WITH
his experiments were conducted under
The Ideal Panacea.
could find no relief from the various requests for aid receutly received from
what would probably he considered the
James L Ftancis Alderman, Chicago
medicines I took until James Elston rec the American Board of Commissioners
most favorable circumstances. After says: “I regard Dr King's New Discovery
ommended
an Ideal Panacea for Coughs. Colds and
1/0 \'t/r n\i.vr f/.\’i: or thehk
for Foreign Missions, the Presbyterian continued use and the moet positive ev as
Lung Complaints, having used it in my
Board of Foreign Missions, the Mission idence of the healthful properties of the family for the last five years, to the exclu
1—One Columbia I. idx’s Bicycle (model ’9G)..-........................$100 00
1—One Columbia Men’s Bicycle (model ’96)........................... 100 00
ary Society of the Methodist Episcopal food-drink, patients who had been heal sion of physicians’ piescriptions or their
”
1—One Cleveland Lady’s Bicycle (model *96)........................... 100 00
Church,aud other organizations engaged ed wished to continue the use of the preparations.
Rev. John Au-gus, Keokuk. Iown, wriies:
When In doubt what to use lot
1—One G'ailiator Men’s Bicycle (model *96)...... ...................... 100 00
Nervous Debility. Loss of Power.
’
I
have
been
a
Minister
of
the
Methodist
io missionary work abroad.
cereal
drink
after
their
return
to
their
1
—
Nelson
’
s
Business
College
Scholarship......
'.
.....................
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